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Theatre Facts is Theatre Communications Group’s (TCG) annual report on the U.S. professional not-for-profit theatre field’s finances, attendance,
and operations. It investigates health and describes activity in these areas using data from TCG Fiscal Survey 2016 for the fiscal year that Member
Theatres completed anytime between October 1, 2015, and September 30, 2016. We readily acknowledge that these quantitative analyses are
transcended by the artistry created and presented by theatres, the impact they have on their communities, and their influence on the artistic legacy of
the nation and beyond.
The report follows the audit structure recommended by the Federal Accounting Standards Board (FASB) in its examination of all unrestricted income
and expenses, which contain but are not limited to operating income and expenses as well as balance sheet figures. Moreover, we explore attendance,
tickets sold, pricing, and performance details.
This report is organized into three sections that offer different levels of perspective:

1. The Universe section offers a broad overview of the U.S. professional not-for-profit theatre field in 2016 (plus one Canadian TCG
Member Theatre). The 1,850 theatres represented are comprised of TCG Member Theatres—both those that participated in Fiscal
Survey 2016 and those that did not—and additional professional not-for-profit theatres throughout the U.S. that filed Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) Form 990.

2. The Trend Theatres section presents an analysis of the 131 TCG theatres that participated in the TCG Fiscal Survey each year from
2012 to 2016. The lowest annual expenses reported over the period were $147,000 and the highest nearly $80 million. The table below
shows the number of theatres included in this section by their budget group (based on annual expenses), per year. Four theatres ended
2016 in a smaller size budget group than in 2012, and 26 moved up in budget group. While we do not draw conclusions or make
observations about theatre trends by budget size in the Trend Theatres section, we provide this table to illustrate the distribution of
budget sizes and to show how theatres naturally change budget size over time.
ANNUAL NUMBER OF TREND THEATRES PER BUDGET GROUP (131 THEATRES)
Budget Group
6
5
4
3
2
1

Annual Expenses
$10 million or more
$5 million – $9,999,999
$3 million – $4,999,999
$1 million – $2,999,999
$500,000 – $999,999
$499,999 or less

2012
28
27
19
40
15
2

2013
30
28
14
45
11
3

2014
29
32
13
42
13
2

2015
32
27
18
42
9
3

2016
35
26
17
42
8
3

We also offer a sub-section that highlights 10-year trends for 94 TCG theatres that have been survey participants each year since 2007,
just prior to the recession. This section provides interesting insights regarding longer-term trends experienced by a smaller sample of
mostly larger theatres.
Unless otherwise noted, when we mention Trend Theatres in this report, we are referring to those included in the 5-year trend analysis.
The 5% adjustment for inflation in the discussion of Trend Theatres (17% for the 10-Year View) is based on compounded annual
average changes in the Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers as reported by the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Bureau of
Labor Statistics. We adjust for inflation since prices and wages rise, and that means theatres need to bring in more income over time just
to keep up with the fact that a dollar today doesn’t buy what it bought yesterday. What cost $100 in 2012 cost $105 in 2016, so the
buying power of every dollar raised and earned has to be adjusted in order to maintain the same operating level.

3. The Profiled Theatres section explores in-depth the 182 theatres that completed TCG Fiscal Survey 2016. This section provides the
greatest level of detail, including breakout information for theatres in 6 different budget categories, based on annual expenses:
PROFILED THEATRES PER BUDGET GROUP (182 THEATRES)
Budget Group

Annual Expenses

Number of Theatres

6

$10 million or more

37

5

$5 million – $9,999,999

34

4

$3 million – $4,999,999

21

3

$1 million – $2,999,999

58

2

$500,000 – $999,999

20

1

$499,999 or less

12

We highlight key overall findings in the Executive Summary that follows, then move to the Universe section. Income is reported as a percentage of
expenses unless otherwise noted because expenses serve as the basis for determining budget size. There may be slight discrepancies in the table totals
and percentages due to rounding. In the tables, we lightly shade the specific years or theatre sizes affected by outliers that skew findings. We also
address outliers in the bullet points that make reference to the tables.
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Below we provide definitions of some Key Terms used throughout this report.

KEY TERMS
Contributed income and total income refer to unrestricted
contributed income and total unrestricted income. Unrestricted
contributed income includes unrestricted donations/grants for operating
and non-operating purposes as well as net assets released from
temporary restriction (NARTR)—i.e., assets that were released into
the unrestricted fund during the fiscal year by the satisfaction of time or
purpose restrictions.
Capital Campaign refers to any fundraising drive for a specific purpose
or purposes that is separate from an annual campaign, including campaigns
related
to facilities/equipment,
endowments,
artistic/programming,
operating/technology, and recovery, some of which may be aiding general
operations.
Subscriptions reflect both subscriptions and memberships. We note
that line items related to subscriptions were slightly modified starting
with the 2013 survey to ensure that participants reported data for both
subscriptions and memberships. This change did not significantly affect
the overall figures reported.
Single Ticket Income includes non-subscription/membership ticket
income from main series productions, special productions, children’s
series, developmental work/staged readings, touring productions, and
other productions produced by the theatre.
Main Series activity and attendance captures up to three primary
production series. It does not include special productions that were not
part of a production series, children’s series (unless the theatre primarily
produces plays for young audiences), developmental work, booked-in
events, or toured productions.

WHAT IS CUNA?
CUNA =
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED INCOME – TOTAL EXPENSES
CUNA, or the Change in Unrestricted Net Assets, includes
operating income and expenses; unrestricted equipment and
facilities, board-designated, and endowment gifts; capital
gains/losses; capital campaign expenses; and gifts released from
temporary restrictions in the current year. CUNA is important since
it represents the annual bottom line, indicating whether the
organization brought in enough income to cover its expenses.
Positive CUNA indicates that there was surplus income after paying
all expenses, whereas negative CUNA shows that the income
brought in for the year was insufficient to cover all expenses.

WHAT IS WORKING CAPITAL?
WORKING CAPITAL =
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS – FIXED ASSETS
– UNRESTRICTED LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS
Working capital represents the readily available funds that a theatre
has to meet day-to-day obligations and cash needs. Negative
working capital indicates that a theatre is borrowing funds
internally or externally to meet its daily operating needs. It may be
a signal that an organization is facing serious financial trouble.

Children’s Series reflects productions created specifically for young audiences, unless the theatre primarily produces plays for young audiences,
in which case all activity is reported as “main series” rather than “children’s series.”
Booked-In Events are theatre, dance, film, or other events that a theatre presented but did not create and that were not offered as part of a series.
Presenter Fees & Contracts Income reflects non-ticket income from tours and other presenting activities, excluding any tours and activities
that were part of the theatre’s education/outreach programs.
Education/Outreach Programs Income refers to non-ticket income from educational activities such as classes, lectures, performances, and
workshops for children and adults. It does not include ticket income from student matinees or contributed income earmarked for education/outreach
activities.
Production Income refers to income from co-productions with other not-for-profit theatres or producers and enhancement income from
commercial producers.
Artistic Payroll includes salaries and fees for artistic staff—artistic director, literary manager, casting director, etc.—and contracted artists such as
actors, stage managers, playwrights, directors, designers, choreographers, musicians, and dancers.
Production/Tech Payroll includes salaries and fees for staff and contracted production/tech personnel such as production managers, technical
directors, shop personnel, board operators, and run crew.
Administrative Payroll includes salaries for administrative staff, including general management, finance, development, marketing, education,
IT/web, and front-of-house staff. It does not include fees to administrative personnel who are independent contractors, which are reflected as part of
non-payroll expenses.
Occupancy Expenses include the cost of rent or debt service on facilities; regularly scheduled maintenance of infrastructure; the cost of
maintenance of office and public space furniture; the cost and maintenance of shop equipment, computers, company vehicles, etc.; and facilityrelated insurance. Capital expenses are included only if they are posted on a theatre’s income statement.
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TREND THEATRES: 2012–2016 HIGHLIGHTS
From 2012 through 2016, the 131 Trend Theatres’ finances were on fairly sure footing overall. Theatres’ higher level of total income over time was
driven more by growth in contributions than earned income, which increased at roughly the same rate as expenses. Every year except 2012
resulted in positive average Change in Unrestricted Net Assets (CUNA), and, with the exception of 2012, half or more of Trend Theatres ended the
fiscal year in the black rather than the results being skewed by a minority of theatres. CUNA is important since it represents the annual bottom line,
indicating whether the organization brought in enough unrestricted income to cover its expenses. Positive CUNA indicates that there was surplus income
after paying all expenses, whereas negative CUNA shows that the income brought in for the year was insufficient to cover all expenses.
Growth outpaced inflation for all but 3 sources of contributed funds: local government, United Arts Funds, and “other” sources (sheltering
organizations, service organizations, etc.). Capital campaign contributions played an increasingly important role in contribution levels from numerous
sources. Overall, contributed income was 22.3% higher in 2016 than in 2012 after adjusting for inflation.
Ticket income growth fell short of inflation by 1.2%. Subscription and single ticket income are chief sources of earned income annually, and yet
average single ticket income was less than 1% higher in 2016 as in 2012 after adjusting for inflation, while subscription income growth fell short
of inflation by less than 1% over the period, despite being at a 5-year high in 2016. The average number of subscribers peaked in 2013, decreasing
to a 5-year low by 2016, and there were fewer single tickets sold on average in 2016 than in 2012, despite a rebound from a 5-year low in 2013. Over
time, there was a 1.9% reduction in the number of resident performances that was met with a 2.8% drop in attendance at resident productions. More
than half the Trend Theatres experienced a decrease in resident production attendance.
Investment instrument income was 106.2% higher in 2016 than in 2012 in inflation-adjusted figures, supporting 0.7% more of total expenses, with
endowment earnings leading the drive. Revenue from sources such as presenter fees & contracts, education/outreach programs, co-productions and
enhancement deals, rentals, and concessions drove an overall increase in “other” earned income that exceeded inflation by 48.2% and supported 3.7%
more of total expenses.
Every expenditure category was higher in inflation-adjusted dollars over time. There were more full-time and part-time employees over time as well
as more fee-based or jobbed-in workers, and there was year-on-year growth in artistic, administrative, and production/technical payroll.
Five-year, inflation-adjusted growth rates were 10.7% for earned income, 22.3% for contributed income, and 10.5% for expenses. In 2016,
CUNA represented 3.7% of total expenses, a 5-year high. As seen in Figure A, CUNA began the trend period in negative territory in 2012, the same year
earned income was particularly low primarily due to one theatre’s extreme capital losses. Contributed income and expenses were at their highest 5-year
level in 2016, while earned income peaked in 2014. Expenses climbed upward annually, and contributed income dipped from 2012 to 2013 but has been
on a steady upswing since.
TREND THEATRE AVERAGES: EARNED AND CONTRIBUTED INCOME, EXPENSES, AND CUNA ($ amounts not adjusted for inflation)
FIGURE A:

Showing the same information but presented differently, Figure B depicts levels of earned income and contributed income over time, along with total
income, expenses, and CUNA. The bar chart illustrates more vividly how total income was higher than expenses in all years but 2012, driving positive
CUNA all years except 2012. Earned income exceeded contributed income every year.
FIGURE B:
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Figure C1 points out the annual percentage of Trend Theatres that broke even or had positive CUNA versus those that experienced negative CUNA.
This chart highlights the fact that break-even or positive CUNA was the year-end experience for half or more of Trend Theatres in 2013, 2014, 2015, and
2016, with 2015 showing the greatest proportion of theatres operating in the black.
FIGURE C1:
BREAKDOWN OF 131 TREND THEATRES’ CHANGE IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS (CUNA)

Figures A, B, and C1 tell a consistent story that break-even or positive CUNA was the norm for the majority of theatres in 2013 through 2015,
while Figure C1 further reveals that Trend Theatres were fairly evenly split on having a positive versus negative bottom line in 2012 and 2016.
Figure C2 offers a more detailed breakdown of CUNA levels as a percent of expenses among theatres annually and shows that only 2–5% of theatres
had negative CUNA exceeding 20% of budget each year. Every year, 69% to 79% percent of theatres ended the year in the CUNA span between 10%
below and 10% above break-even (the two central, largest zones). The percentage of theatres with positive CUNA exceeding 10% of budget expanded
slightly over time, from 15% in 2012 to 18% in 2016, with unusually high 2016 CUNA driven by one theatre in a capital campaign. Fifteen Trend
Theatres ended each of the past 5 years in negative territory, and 20 ended each year with a break-even or positive bottom line.
FIGURE C2:
BREAKDOWN OF 131 TREND THEATRES’ CHANGE IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS (CUNA) PROPORTIONAL TO EXPENSES

6%

Not every Trend Theatre responds to the Balance Sheet section of the survey because some theatres operate as part of a sheltering organization and,
therefore, do not keep a separate Balance Sheet. Of the 131 Trend Theatres, 120 are included in the Balance Sheet analyses. The value of their total net
assets increased annually, for overall 13.4% growth above inflation. Capital campaigns over the years have increased theatres’ long-term investments and
fixed assets; indeed, of Trend Theatres’ 2016 total contributed income (unrestricted, including net assets released from restrictions), 22% was earmarked
for capital campaigns. However, the success of those campaigns has not translated into sufficient levels of readily-available funds to meet daily needs.
Negative working capital, experienced by just under two-thirds of theatres every year, indicates that a theatre is borrowing funds internally or externally
to meet its daily operating needs. This suggests that many theatres encounter serious cash flow crunches and may face serious financial trouble. Average
working capital was negative in each of the 5 years but improved over time. It was at its worst level on average in 2015 and its best in 2016; however, the
working capital ratio improved because of robust expense growth.
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PROFILED THEATRES: 2016 SNAPSHOTS BY BUDGET SIZE
There were 182 theatres that participated in TCG Fiscal Survey in 2016, the group we refer to as Profiled Theatres. Theatres of different budget size have
different profiles regarding their operations and finances. Following are some highlights:
LARGER THEATRES, THOSE WITH BUDGETS (ANNUAL EXPENSES) OF $5 MILLION OR MORE (71 THEATRES):

x Tended to support less of their expenses with contributed income and
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x Tended to operate in performance and office spaces that they own

more with earned income
Tended to end the year with positive CUNA
Obtained a lower proportion of their budget than their smaller
counterparts from government funding and more from trustees
Supported a higher share of expenses with total ticket income
Filled a higher proportion of seats available for resident productions when
both paid and complimentary tickets are considered
Offered the broadest range of discounts to subscribers and the widest
range of ticket prices to single ticket buyers
Generated endowment earnings that supported a higher level of expenses
but averaged capital losses that brought down the overall level of
expenses covered by total investment income
Spent more of their total expenses on administrative payroll than any other
area and allocated more of their budget to production payroll than their
smaller counterparts

and subsequently recognized higher levels of annual depreciation
The largest theatres (budgets of $10 million or more):

x Found their greatest source of contributed funds in other individuals
(non-trustees)

x Obtained a lower proportion of their budget from foundation support
x Spent comparatively more on physical production expenses
x Tended to have a more negative working capital ratio than their
smaller counterparts

x Were located almost exclusively in urban markets
The smaller of the larger theatres (budgets of $5 million to $9,999,999):

x Supported a higher share of expenses with subscription income
x Found their greatest source of contributed funds in foundations
x Tended to have robust investments relative to budget size—i.e., a
high investment ratio

MID-SIZED THEATRES, THOSE WITH BUDGETS (ANNUAL EXPENSES) RANGING FROM $1 MILLION TO $4,999,999 (79 THEATRES):

x Tended to be in between the smaller and larger theatres in most areas,

x Tended to operate under a serious working capital shortage
x Tended to spend slightly more proportionally than other groups on

with high resemblance to the Profiled Theatres’ overall average
x Tended to support more of their expenses with contributed income than
earned income
x Tended to end the fiscal year with positive CUNA
x Spent less of their budget on physical production expenses

non-personnel general artistic expenses (i.e., artist housing, travel,
and per diems; designer expenses; and stage management and
company management expenses)
x Had more of a presence in suburban communities than other groups

The larger of the mid-sized theatres (budgets of $3 million to $4,999,999):

The smaller of the mid-sized theatres (budgets of $1 million to $2,999,999):

x Had the highest subscription renewal rate and the highest rate of paid staff

x Tended to cover more than the average level of expenses with

turnover
x Were universal in offering subscriptions and sold the highest percentage
of seating capacity made available to subscribers
x Found their greatest source of contributed funds in other individuals (nontrustees)

earned income from education/outreach programs and from
fundraising events
x Supported a higher level of expenses with foundation support than
any other source of contributed funds
x Tended to operate with slightly positive working capital

SMALLER THEATRES, THOSE WITH BUDGETS (ANNUAL EXPENSES) BELOW $1 MILLION (32 THEATRES):

x Tended to rely more on contributed income than earned income to
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The larger theatres in this group (budgets of $500,000 to $999,999):

support expenses
Tended to attract more foundation funding and government support at all
levels relative to expenses
Offered comparatively fewer productions annually
Tended to fill lower percentages of their available seats and filled fewer
seats with subscribers
Charged higher prices per ticket to subscribers than to single ticket
buyers
Tended to operate in rented performance and office space
Covered a far lower level of expenses with subscription income relative
to the industry average
Spent proportionally more on artistic payroll and occupancy expenses
Were inclined to add paid professional staff and artists and increase the
share of budget allocated to administrative payroll and production
payroll as they increased in size within the Smaller Theatre category
Had no long-term investments

x Were more likely to operate in urban areas but had a stronger rural
presence than theatres in other groups

x Supported a slightly higher level of expenses with corporate
contributions than other groups

x Brought in more of their total resources from foundations than from
any other income source

x Had less expense support coming from trustees than other groups
x Tended to spend more of their total resources on development
The smallest of the theatres (budgets under $500,000):

x Spent proportionally more on general management/operations nonx
x
x
x

payroll expenses
Attracted less of their total resources from non-trustee individuals
Had the lowest paid staff turnover rate
Tended to operate with positive working capital
Were not in the midst of a capital campaign but possessed assets
that were three-fourths depreciated in value

The full report begins on the following page with the Universe section, an examination of key indicators for the most inclusive compilation of theatres in 2016,
followed by the 5-year and 10-year Trend Theatre analyses, then detailed facts and figures for the Profiled Theatres of 2016, overall and then by budget group.
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In 2016, U.S. professional not-for-profit theatres shared the creative work of 96,000 artists with 31 million audience members. This conclusion is
based on an extrapolation of data from the 182 TCG Member Theatres that participated in Fiscal Survey 2016 to 1,668 additional theatres, including
both TCG Member Theatres that did not complete the Fiscal Survey and other professional theatres that are not TCG members but completed Form
990 for the Internal Revenue Service, which collects financial information from not-for-profit organizations. We avoid comparisons to Universe
Theatres of years past because the pool of theatres is not consistent from year to year. We used total annual expenses—the only data point available
for all theatres—to generate the estimates presented in Table 1 for the Universe of U.S. professional not-for-profit theatres.

We estimate that in 2016, 1,850 Theatres in the
U.S. Professional Not-for-Profit Theatre Field:
x Offered 235,000 performances of 25,000 productions that
attracted 31 million audience members. 1.4 million Americans
subscribed to a theatre season.
x Directly added more than $2.3 billion to the U.S. economy through
payments for goods and services. They hired 146,000 artists,
administrators, and technical production staff, many of whom live in
their respective theatre’s community where they pay rent or buy
homes, are regular consumers, and contribute to the overall tax base.
Theatres’ audience members dine at restaurants, pay for parking, hire
babysitters, etc. as part of their theatre-going experience. Therefore,
the real economic impact on local communities is much higher
than the $2.3 billion.
x Hired artists as the majority of the workforce. We estimate that the
theatre workforce (i.e., all paid full-time, part-time, jobbed-in, or feebased employees) is comprised of 66% artistic, 22%
production/technical, and 12% administrative professionals. It is
worth noting that these percentages shift with theatre size. We
estimate that theatres with an annual budget of half a million dollars
or less (i.e., 65% of Universe Theatres) employ 72% of their
workforce in artistic positions, 21% in production, and 7% as
administrators. Artists in smaller theatres likely take on some
administrative responsibilities. Theatres with total expenses greater
than $500,000 hire 60% in artistic positions, 25% in production, and
15% in administration.
x Earned 52% of their income and received the remaining 48% as
contributions. Again, this ratio varies with theatre size. Theatres
with total expenses of $500,000 or less earned 46% of total income
and obtained 54% from contributions.
x Managed a positive Change in Unrestricted Net Assets (CUNA)
equivalent to 5.4% of total expenses. CUNA captures changes in all
unrestricted funds and includes Net Assets Released from Temporary
Restriction (NARTR). NARTR occurs, for example, if a foundation
gave a grant to support an education project in a prior year but the
project did not get started until the current year. Once the project
begins, the net assets are released from temporary restriction.
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TABLE 1: ESTIMATED 2016 UNIVERSE OF
U.S. PROFESSIONAL NOT-FOR-PROFIT THEATRES
(1,850 Theatres)
Estimated Productivity
Attendance

31,000,000

Subscribers

1,400,000

Performances

235,000

Productions

25,000

Estimated Finances
Earned Income $ 1,260,000,000
Contributed Income $ 1,174,000,000
Total Income $ 2,434,000,000
Total Expenses $ 2,309,000,000
Change in Unrestricted Net $
Assets (CUNA)

125,000,000

Earned Income as a % of
Total Income

52%

Contributed Income as a % of
Total Income

48%

CUNA as a % of Total Expenses

5.4%

Estimated Workforce

% of Total

Artistic

96,000

66%

Administrative

17,500

12%

Production/Technical

32,500

22%

Total Paid Personnel

146,000

This section of the report highlights findings on activity for the 131 Trend Theatres that completed the TCG Fiscal Survey each year from 2012 to
2016, a set of theatres with larger average budget size than those found in the Universe section of this report. To avoid variations attributable to
theatres with exceptional activity participating in some years but not in others, we follow the same set of theatres over time. Theatres naturally
change budget size over time. The percentage of Trend Theatres with total expenses below $1 million contracted from 13% in 2012 to 8% in 2016,
while the percentage of Trend Theatres with total expenses of $10 million or more rose from 21% to 27%. The smallest Trend Theatre in 2016 had a
budget of $222,000 and the largest nearly $80 million. Trend Theatres’ average expenses were $8.1 million in 2016 and $6.9 million in 2012, but
several large theatres skew the average budget size. A look at the median—i.e., the midpoint in the range—reveals a lower budget size of $4.4
million in 2016 and $3.7 million in 2012. The median value is lower than the average on most dimensions given the distribution of Trend Theatres by
size. Still, we continue to refer to the average (arithmetic mean) throughout this report, unless otherwise noted.
We organize the story revealed by the past 5 years into 5 sections: (1) earned income; (2) attendance, ticket, and performance trends; (3) contributed
income; (4) expenses and Change in Unrestricted Net Assets (CUNA); and (5) Balance Sheet. In each section, we present 1-year percentage changes
that compare activity levels in 2016 to activity levels in 2015 and 4-year percentage changes that offer a longer-term perspective, comparing activity
levels in 2016 to those of 2012, both before and after accounting for inflation. The adjustment for inflation of 5% is based on compound annual
average changes in the Consumer Price Index. All dollar figures and percentages represent averages. We highlight key facts that deserve attention.
We also include a 10-year trend analysis for a subset of 94 long-term Trend Theatres that have participated in the TCG Fiscal Survey each year since
2007. We indicate when one or two theatres’ activities skew the trend and distort the reality faced by the rest of the Trend Theatres.

We begin the Trend Theatres section with an examination of changes in earned income. Average 5-year earned income exclusive of investment
income rose annually, and its growth exceeded inflation by 9.1%. When we add in investment income, inflation-adjusted earned income growth
nudges up to 10.7%, driven by inflation-adjusted growth in endowment earnings. Subscription and single ticket income are chief sources of
earned income annually. Average single ticket income was less than 1% higher in 2016 than in 2012 after adjusting for inflation, while
subscription income growth fell short of inflation by less than 1% over the period, despite being at a 5-year high in 2016.
Table 2 shows average earned income from each source, the latest one-year percentage change, and two angles on a longer trend: 4-year
percentage change and 4-year percentage change adjusted for inflation. Table 3 shows each earned income category in relation to total
expenses in order to see which income categories are increasing or decreasing as a proportion of total budget. There is a positive dollar increase
in an income category in some cases—even after adjusting for inflation—reported in Table 2 but a decrease in the percentage of expenses that
it supports reported in Table 3. This occurs when 2012–2016 growth in an income category did not keep pace with growth in total expenses.
For the 131 Trend Theatres:
x Total earned income began at a low in 2012, rose to a new plateau in
2013, and varied no more than 2% annually from then through 2016.
Earned income growth surpassed inflation by 10.7% (see Table 2)
and kept a nose ahead of 5-year expense growth (see Table 3).
x Average subscription income was at its 5-year lowest in 2012 and
highest in 2016. Nevertheless, the increase over time fell 0.3% shy of
inflation. As shown in Table 3, subscription income covered
gradually lower levels of total expenses each year, from a high of
15.3% in 2012 to a low of 13.8% in 2016. Thirty theatres earned
more subscription income than single ticket income in 2013, 31 did
so in 2016, and 37 to 39 theatres did so in interim years. Of the 110
theatres that reported subscription income annually, half increased
their subscription income relative to inflation over time, and four
more than doubled their subscription dollars.
x Flexible subscription income (not shown separately in the tables)
became increasingly prevalent. More theatres reported flexible
subscription income over time, from a low of 87 theatres in 2012 to a
high of 94 in 2016. It grew steadily, accounting for 10% of total
subscription income in 2012 and 13% in 2016. Of the 75 theatres that
offered flexible subscriptions every year, 59% reported increases that
outpaced inflation over the 5 years.
x Average single ticket income was at a 5-year low in 2013, increased
in both 2014 and 2015, then dropped off 2.5% in 2016. Growth
exceeded inflation by a slight 0.3% over the 5 years (see Table 2),
and single ticket income supported 2.3% less of average total

expenses in 2016 than 2012 (see Table 3), the largest line-item
reduction of expense support. Of the 124 theatres that reported single
ticket income annually, 64% had more inflation-adjusted total single
ticket income in 2016 than in 2012. Single ticket sales are the greatest
source of earned income as well as total income annually. Each year,
8% of single ticket sales are generated through group sales.
x Booked-in event ticket income, generated by programmatic
offerings that the theatre neither created nor offered as part of a series,
fluctuated annually, ending 39.6% lower in 2016 than in 2012 in
inflation-adjusted figures. In 2016, 37 theatres reported booked-in
event income, while 39 to 43 did so in prior years, with the mix of
theatres changing annually. Half of the 18 theatres that reported
booked-in event income in each of the past 5 years saw growth over
time. One theatre had 30-fold growth in this area, but its dollar
amounts were small enough to avoid skewing the trend.
x The net effect on total ticket income was growth that lagged
inflation by 1.2%. Total ticket income covered 41.2% of expenses in
2012 as compared with 36.8% in 2016—a 4.4% drop (see Table 3).
x The average income from presenter fees & contracts (non-ticket
income related to tours and other presenting activities) was
skewed high in 2013 and 2016 due to one theatre with exceptional,
8-figure income in this area. This same theatre had 7-figure
income in this area in 2014 and no income from this activity in
2012 or 2015. Without this theatre, growth in presenter fees &
contract income would still be 46% more robust than inflation.
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TABLE 2: AVERAGE EARNED INCOME (131 theatres)
2012
Subscription Income

$

Single Ticket Income
Booked-In Events
Total Ticket Income

$

2013

2014

2015

2016

1,062,817 $ 1,104,985 $ 1,100,248 $ 1,087,199 $ 1,112,107
1,708,806
1,561,460
1,671,660
1,845,642
1,799,846
87,872

60,291

75,381

64,629

2,859,495 $

2,726,736 $

2,847,289 $

2,997,470 $

1-yr
% chg

4-yr
% chg

4-yr % chg
CGR*

2.3%

4.6%

-0.3%

-2.5%

5.3%

0.3%

55,764

-13.7%

-36.5%

-39.6%

2,967,716

-1.0%

3.8%

-1.2%

Presenter Fees & Contracts**

23,312

130,284

36,619

24,277

119,946

394.1%

414.5%

390.0%

Education/Outreach Programs

221,414

239,641

253,707

283,994

292,581

3.0%

32.1%

25.8%

Royalties**

29,829

30,007

28,627

25,012

34,934

39.7%

17.1%

11.5%

Concessions
Production Income (co-production &
enhancement income)
Advertising

96,427

105,607

120,375

133,006

136,649

2.7%

41.7%

35.0%

70,071

113,033

104,148

106,786

138,651

29.8%

97.9%

88.4%

20,136

19,662

21,468

20,826

20,138

-3.3%

0.0%

-4.7%

Rentals**
Other (ticket handling, insur., etc.)
Total Other Earned Income

$

Interest and Dividends
Endowment Earnings/Transfers
Capital Gains/(Losses)**
Total Investment Income
Total Earned Income

99,161

115,255

170,363

213,694

177,938

-16.7%

79.4%

70.9%

189,251

243,793

212,964

227,269

245,976

8.2%

30.0%

23.8%

749,600 $

997,281 $

948,270 $

1,034,864 $

1,166,812

12.8%

55.7%

48.2%

17,263

15,721

28,727

16,230

15,357

-5.4%

-11.0%

-15.3%

164,159

222,436

267,950

190,233

256,510

34.8%

56.3%

48.8%

(122,884)

270,117

202,312

(32,341)

(145,121)

348.7%

18.1%

12.5%

$

58,538 $

508,274 $

498,989 $

174,121 $

126,746

-27.2%

116.5%

106.2%

$

3,667,633 $

4,232,291 $

4,294,548 $

4,206,455 $

4,261,273

1.3%

16.2%

10.7%

*Compounded Growth Rate adjusted for inflation. **Trend skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
Italicized positive percentages reflect an increasingly negative figure.

TABLE 3: AVERAGE EARNED INCOME AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENSES (131 theatres)
2012
Subscription Income
Single Ticket Income
Booked-In Events
Total Ticket Income

15.3%
24.6%

2013

2014

2015

2016

1-yr
% chg

4-yr
% chg

15.4%

15.0%

14.1%

13.8%

-0.3%

-1.5%

21.7%

22.8%

23.9%

22.3%

-1.5%

-2.3%

1.3%

0.8%

1.0%

0.8%

0.7%

-0.1%

-0.6%

41.2%

37.9%

38.8%

38.8%

36.8%

-2.0%

-4.4%

Presenter Fees & Contracts**

0.3%

1.8%

0.5%

0.3%

1.5%

1.2%

1.2%

Education/Outreach Programs

3.2%

3.3%

3.5%

3.7%

3.6%

0.0%

0.4%

Royalties**

0.4%

0.4%

0.4%

0.3%

0.4%

0.1%

0.0%

Concessions
Production Income (co-production &
enhancement income)
Advertising

1.4%

1.5%

1.6%

1.7%

1.7%

0.0%

0.3%

1.0%

1.6%

1.4%

1.4%

1.7%

0.3%

0.7%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.0%

0.0%

Rentals**

1.4%

1.6%

2.3%

2.8%

2.2%

-0.6%

0.8%

Other (ticket handling, insur., etc.)

2.7%

3.4%

2.9%

2.9%

3.1%

0.1%

0.3%

10.8%

13.9%

12.9%

13.4%

14.5%

1.1%

3.7%

0.2%

0.2%

0.4%

0.2%

0.2%

0.0%

-0.1%

2.4%

3.1%

3.6%

2.5%

3.2%

0.7%

0.8%

-1.8%

3.8%

2.8%

-0.4%

-1.8%

-1.4%

0.0%

Total Other Earned Income
Interest and Dividends
Endowment Earnings/Transfers
Capital Gains/(Losses)**
Total Investment Income

0.8%

7.1%

6.8%

2.3%

1.6%

-0.7%

0.7%

52.9%
**Trend skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.

58.8%

58.4%

54.4%

52.9%

-1.5%

0.1%

Total Earned Income
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For the 131 Trend Theatres:
x Education/outreach income was up for the fourth straight year and
at its highest 5-year level in 2016, with 5-year growth of 25.8%
above inflation. The average number of people served by
education/outreach activity was also at a 5-year high of 19,715 in
2016, rising 16% since 2012. Theatres offered an average of seven
different types of education/outreach programs from 2012 to 2014
and eight in 2015 and 2016. Roughly two-thirds of annual
education/outreach income came from training programs that target
people of all ages and one-third from arts-in-education/youth services
programs (not shown in the tables). Income from adult
access/outreach programs was negligible every year. As with any area
of activity, it is important to consider both income and the expenses
required to support that income.
x Royalty income was at a 5-year high in 2016, with growth of nearly
40% over the 5-year low in 2015. Overall for the period, royalty
income growth was 11.5% higher than inflation. Income per property
varied over time from a low of $9,309 in 2015 to a high of $12,107 in
2016. Although about half of the Trend Theatres report royalty
income each year, two theatres skewed the average and the trend.
They accounted for 40% of the total in 2014 and 2015 and 60% to
69% of all royalty income in other years. Eliminating these theatres
from the analyses would leave the average royalty income at $12,202
in 2012 and $11,041 in 2016, with growth falling short of inflation by
4%. Without these theatres, royalty income per property would be in
the $4,000 to $6,500 range each year.
Royalty income and subsidiary rights are generated from subsequent
stage productions, films, recordings, etc. of works originated by
theatres. The collective number of world premieres by the Trend
Theatres began the period at a high of 261 in 2012, fell to a low of
222 in 2013, and ended the period at 232. Theatres that produced the
most world premieres are not the same ones that earned the highest
levels of royalty income. One theatre that produced the second
highest number of world premieres each year earned no royalty
income during the five-year period.
x Concessions income was at a 5-year high in 2016 after steady,
annual increases. Its growth surpassed inflation by 35%, and it
covered 0.3% more expenses in 2016 than in 2012.
x Enhancement income (income from commercial producers) per
theatre ranged from $20,000 to $2.6 million in 2016. The number of
theatres reporting enhancement income was at a high of 19 in 2016
and a low of 13 in 2013. Six theatres received enhancement income
in each of the 5 years. The activity of such a small number of theatres
makes it difficult to draw conclusions about what constitutes
“average” enhancement income.
x A low of 26 theatres reported co-production income in 2016, and a
high of 33 theatres reported this activity in 2013. The lowest average
among those theatres that reported this activity was $99,682 in 2015,
and the highest was $129,797 in 2016. Eight theatres reported coproduction income in each of the past 5 years.
x Average production income—a combination of enhancement and
co-production income—varied over time. Driven by several theatres’
2016 enhancement income in excess of $2 million, it attained 5-year
growth of 88.4% in inflation-adjusted figures. Of 73 theatres that
reported some form of production income during the 5-year period,
15 did so every year, but only one theatre reported both coproduction and enhancement income in every one of the past 5 years.

x Rental income rose steadily from 2012 to 2015 then fell nearly 17%
in 2016, with 5-year growth exceeding inflation by 70.9%. It hinges
on the unusual activity of one theatre that earned 4 to 10 times as
much as any other theatre every year except 2012. Were we to
eliminate this theatre from the analysis, growth would be a more
modest 7%. Roughly 87% of theatres earned income from rentals
annually, indicating that they are taking advantage of their spaces to
earn ancillary income.
x Other Earned Income (income earned from ticket handling,
insurance claims, special projects, etc.) fluctuated over the 5-year
period but ended 23.8% higher in 2016 than in 2012 after adjusting
for inflation and supported 0.3% more of total expenses.
x Growth in total income from categories other than ticket income or
investment instrument income, referred to as “Total Other Earned
Income” in Tables 2 and 3, outpaced inflation by 48.2% and
supported 3.7% more of total expenses over time.
x Average interest and dividends were at a 5-year high in 2014 and at
their lowest in 2016, ending the period 15.3% below 2012 levels,
adjusting for inflation. Thirty-seven theatres experienced growth that
exceeded inflation. The U.S. prime interest rate, which was lowered
in December of 2008 to its lowest level since the turn of the
millennium, was finally raised by 0.25% in December 2015.
Although theatres did not immediately benefit from the increase,
there have been 3 subsequent increases in the prime rate, so time will
tell whether this area will rebound with slightly more favorable rates.
x Average endowment earnings/transfers grew steadily from 2012 to
2014, dipped in 2015, and recovered nearly all lost ground in 2016.
There was a 48.8% overall increase in the average after considering
inflation. Of 66 theatres reporting endowment earnings/transfer in
both 2012 and 2016, 55% experienced growth that exceeded inflation.
This line item includes investment income, unrestricted and released
from restrictions, from endowments (donor restricted) or quasiendowments (board designated) that were established specifically to
provide income.
x Theatres report capital gains or losses in the present market value of
their investment portfolios in addition to gains or losses from the sale
of securities. As such, these reports represent realized and unrealized
gains or losses in the present market value of the portfolio from year
to year. The expectation is that, with a long-term investment strategy,
the portfolio will increase in value over time despite annual
fluctuation. Average capital gains (losses) from investment assets
were 12.5% more negative in 2016 than in 2012 after adjusting for
inflation. One theatre had fluctuating, 8-figure capital gains or losses
in 2012, 2013, and 2016. Eliminating this theatre from the analyses
would show a trend converting from positive to negative territory
over the 5-year period, albeit to a less negative level in 2016.
Nineteen of 38 theatres that reported activity in this area every year
had more positive levels over time after adjusting for inflation,
whether that resulted in higher capital gains, a switch from capital
losses to capital gains, or improvement in capital losses.
x Total investment income, the sum of interest and dividends,
endowment earnings/transfers, and capital gains/(losses), fluctuated
considerably and was 106.2% higher in 2016 than in 2012 in
inflation-adjusted figures, supporting 0.7% more of total expenses.
Of total investment instrument income, the average annual amount
dedicated to supporting operating expenses rose annually from
$122,000 in 2012 to $270,000 in 2016 (not shown in the tables).
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We share trends in this section of the report related to attendance levels, numbers of tickets sold, ticket prices, and performance details that form
the basis of the ticket revenue results reported in the previous section. Figure D charts aggregate performances and attendance for resident
productions (the lower two lines), as well as performances and attendance for overall activity including tours (the upper two lines). Table 4
displays aggregate attendance levels, as well as average capacity utilization, tickets sold, packaging, and pricing. Table 5 shows the number of
performances at the 131 Trend Theatres and some average figures for performance-related trends.
The figure and tables show that Trend Theatres added 2.3% more resident performances (i.e., performances that took place in an organization’s
home theatre) in 2016 after having scaled back from the 5-year high level in 2012, but growth in this activity was still 1.9% lower in 2016 than
in 2012. Meanwhile, audience figures for resident performances over the span of the 5-year period were 2.8% lower despite an uptick in 2016.
As shown in Table 4, the average number of subscribers peaked in 2013 and decreased to a 5-year low by 2016. There were fewer single
tickets sold on average in 2016 than in 2012, despite a rebound from a 5-year low in 2013.

FIGURE D: ATTENDANCE AND PERFORMANCE TRENDS

For the 131 Trend Theatres:
x There was a 1.9% reduction in the number of resident performances
that was met with a 2.8% drop in attendance at resident productions,
as seen in the lower 2 trend lines of Figure D. Resident attendance
diminished annually from 2012 through 2015 then had a 1.8% uptick
in 2016. Over time, half of the theatres attracted more attendees to
resident productions. As shown in Table 4, both subscriptions and
single tickets sold reflected 5-year overall decreases. The average
number of subscription tickets sold was at a 5-year low in 2016, while
the number of single tickets sold rose annually following a drop in
2013 from the 5-year high in 2012. The percent of in-residence
capacity utilization changed little from year to year, with roughly 63%
of capacity filled with paying audience members and 10% with those
who attended free of charge.

x Main series attendance began the period at its highest level,
dropped annually until 2015, then had a 0.7% uptick 2016 for an
overall 5-year decrease of 3.6%. Concurrently, theatres added 1.8%
more main series performances over the period, offering slightly
more in 2016 than in any of the prior 4 years. Forty-four percent of
the theatres reduced the number of main series performances over
time. One-third of theatres that reduced the number of main series
performances saw corresponding attendance increases, while 24% of
theatres that increased performances experienced an attendance
decrease over time. Theatres consistently averaged 33 to 34
performance weeks per year, as shown in Table 5. The average
number of main series performances per production was 26 to 29
each year.

x Total attendance—including resident productions and tours—was at
a 5-year high in 2016, up 2.4% from the 2012 level and marking the
reversal of a steady downward trend. Meanwhile, the related total
number of performances ended just about where it began the 5-year
period, as seen in the upper two trend lines of Figure D. Half of the
theatres offered more total performances over time, roughly threequarters of which also experienced attendance growth. Every year, 3%
to 4% of total performances were completely free of charge, attracting
2% to 3% of total attendees.

x The number of special production performances (e.g., nonsubscription holiday productions) rose 31.0% following a 5-year low
in 2015 but still ended the period 5.0% below the 2012 level. Despite
the decrease in performances, attendance at special productions
ended 5.5% higher in 2016 than in 2012, peaking in 2013.

The total attendance and total performance growth were driven
by exceptional tour activity. One theatre reported tour attendance for
the first time in 2016 at a level 80% above that reported by any other
theatre in any year. Eliminating this theatre from the analyses would
leave the 5-year increase in tour attendance at 32% for remaining
theatres and overall attendance growth at 1%. Annually 1 theatre offered
40% to 50% of all tour performances; however, numerous theatres
contributed to the 19.2% increase in tour performances over time.

x Children’s series (i.e., production series for young audiences by
theatres that are not Theatre for Young Audience theatres)
attendance increased annually to a 5-year high in 2016. There were
7.3% more children’s series performances in 2016 than in 2012
which drew 18.3% more attendees. This activity was reported by 32
to 34 theatres per year, 26 of which reported it in every year. Income
from children’s series, which is part of total single ticket income in
the previous section, rose an inflation-adjusted 32% over the period.
x There were 7.8% fewer staged readings and workshop performances
offered in 2016 than in 2012 but 11.2% more people in attendance.
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TABLE 4: AGGREGATE ATTENDANCE AND AVG. CAPACITY UTILIZATION, TICKETS SOLD, PACKAGING, PRICING (131 theatres)

2012

2013

2014

2015

1-yr
% chg

2016

4-yr
% chg

4-yr % chg
CGR*

AGGREGATE
Main Series (total)
Special Productions
Children’s Series
Staged Readings/Workshops
Other
Booked-In Events
In-Residence Subtotal
Touring**
Total

8,897,797
699,934

8,677,917

8,604,810

8,514,228

8,573,597

0.7%

-3.6%

749,650

684,063

624,538

738,323

18.2%

5.5%

415,346

454,104

463,843

490,367

491,529

0.2%

18.3%

46,799

51,027

46,261

49,619

52,041

4.9%

11.2%

109,021

101,757

105,574

88,104

84,858

-3.7%

-22.2%

389,358

312,913

376,540

317,443

327,488

3.2%

-15.9%

10,558,255 10,347,368 10,281,091 10,084,299 10,267,836

1.8%

-2.8%

1,177,848

75.1%

91.7%

11,172,675 10,978,331 10,936,014 10,756,905 11,445,684

6.4%

2.4%

614,420

630,963

654,923

672,606

AVERAGE
Total In-Residence Capacity Utilization (%)

73.0%

73.4%

73.8%

73.8%

73.3%

Total In-Residence Paid Capacity Utilization (%)

62.8%

63.0%

63.5%

63.2%

62.6%

Total In-Residence Seating Capacity Sold to
Subscribers (%)

25.9%

25.6%

25.5%

25.5%

24.5%

31,028
47,958

30,233

29,794

28,087

27,749

-1.2%

-10.6%

45,756

45,933

46,200

46,980

1.7%

-2.0%

5,880

5,942

5,894

5,607

5,401

-3.7%

-8.1%

74.1%

74.2%

74.2%

73.3%

74.1%

6.3

6.2

5.6

5.7

6.4

11.9%

0.9%

36.4%
12.5%

37.6%

40.8%

39.7%

39.9%

11.0%

12.6%

11.1%

10.6%

$34.68

$35.90

$37.29

$37.41

0.3%

12.3%

7.0%

$34.33

$35.54

$36.82

$38.30

4.0%

13.3%

7.9%

Number of Subscription Tickets Sold
Number of Single Tickets Sold
Number of Subscribers
Subscription Renewal Rate (%)
Number of Subscription Packages Offered
Highest Subscription Discount (%)
Lowest Subscription Discount (%)
Subscription Ticket Price
Single Ticket Price

$33.32
$33.80

*Compounded Growth Rate adjusted for inflation. **Trend skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
TABLE 5: AGGREGATE NUMBER OF PERFORMANCES, OTHER AVERAGE PERFORMANCE-RELATED TRENDS (131 theatres)

2012

2013

2014

2015

1-yr
% chg

2016

4-yr
% chg

AGGREGATE
Main Series (total)
Special Productions

29,389
2,579

29,780

29,668

28,907

29,923

3.5%

1.8%

2,245

2,505

1,870

2,450

31.0%

-5.0%

1,979

1,949

1,976

2,164

2,123

-1.9%

7.3%

Children’s Series
Staged Readings/Workshops
Other
Booked-In Events
In-Residence Subtotal

615

623

470

536

567

5.8%

-7.8%

1,130

1,079

1,027

995

689

-30.8%

-39.0%

2,737

1,830

2,029

2,371

1,934

-18.4%

-29.3%

38,429

37,506

37,675

36,843

37,686

2.3%

-1.9%

Touring**

4,171

4,489

4,332

4,173

4,971

19.1%

19.2%

Total

42,600

41,995

42,007

41,016

42,657

4.0%

0.1%

224
7.7

227

226

221

228

3.5%

1.8%

7.9

7.9

7.8

8.4

8.3%

10.0%

33.3

33.6

33.5

33.3

33.5

0.6%

0.7%

535

547

545

561

571

1.9%

6.7%

AVERAGE
Number of Main Series Performances
Number of Main Series Productions
Number of Performance Weeks
Number of Actor Employment Weeks
(sum of # weeks for all actors employed)
**Trend skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
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For the 131 Trend Theatres:
x The number of booked-in performances and attendance at
booked-in offerings and were at their highest levels of the 5-year
period in 2012. Compared to these highs, there were 29.3% fewer
performances offered in 2016 and 15.9% fewer people in attendance.
These trends correspond to the downward trend in booked-in event
income described in the previous section.
x “Other” performances include pre-show education events, backstage
and walking tours, park lectures, cabaret performances, and late-night
short musicals and plays. Every year, theatres cut back on these
offerings for an overall reduction of 39.0%, which resulted in a 22.2%
attendance decline.
x The average number of subscribers peaked in 2013, decreasing to a
5-year low by 2016, 8.1% below the 2012 level. The average
subscription renewal rate held fairly steady at 74%, which would
indicate that the drop is mainly attributable to less robust subscription
acquisitions. The percentage of available seats sold to subscribers
slowly slid from 25.9% to 24.5% over the period. Between 2012 and
2016 the average number of subscription tickets (i.e., the number of
subscribers times the number of tickets per subscription) declined
10.6%, driven lower by both the 8.1% drop in the number of
subscribers and a slight decrease in the average number of tickets per
subscription. Thirteen theatres did not report having subscriptions in
2016. Of those that reported subscriptions in both 2012 and 2016, 37
attracted more subscribers over time.

x Not all performances for resident productions are offered on subscription.
If we focus only on the seats available to subscribers, 32% to 33% of
those seats were sold to subscribers in every year (not shown in the tables).
x The average price per subscription ticket was at its highest 5-year
level in 2016, rising annually since 2012 to a point of 7.0% growth
above inflation. The average price increase drove the growth in
average subscription income reported in the previous section. The
deepest average subscription package discount offered during the
5-year period was in 2014 at 40.8%, while the lowest average
discount was between 10.6% and 12.6% annually (see Table 4). The
span of discounts offered widened annually, with a 23.9% difference
between the highest and lowest discount in 2012, broadening to
29.2% by 2016.
x The number of single tickets sold was down 2.0% in 2016
compared to 2012, although more single tickets were sold on average
in 2016 than in 2013, 2014, and 2015. The average single ticket
price increased 7.9% above inflation (see Table 4). The average
price increase drove the growth in average single ticket income
reported in the previous section. The increase in the average lowest
undiscounted single ticket price offered surpassed inflation by 2%,
while the increase in the highest single ticket prices did so by 9% (not
shown in the tables).
x The average number of actor employment weeks was at a 5-year
high in 2016, rising 6.7% over the 2012 level (see Table 5).

We share findings on contributed income and total income trends in this section. Contributed sources include Net Assets Released from
Temporary Restriction (NARTR). For example, contributions may include capital campaign gifts granted in a prior year but not released from
temporary restrictions until the current year.
Table 6 shows average contributed income from each source for 2012 through 2016 along with 1-year percentage changes, 4-year percentage
changes, and 4-year percentage changes adjusted for inflation. Growth outpaced inflation for all but 3 sources of contributed funds: local
government, United Arts Funds, and “other” sources (sheltering organizations, service organizations, etc.). Total contributed income growth
surpassed inflation by 22.3% from 2012 to 2016. The four contributed income categories that consistently provided the highest average levels of
support were trustees, other individuals, foundations, and fundraising events. Contributed income provided for 4.9% more of expenses over
time (see Table 7). Total income growth exceeded inflation by 16.1% (see Table 6) and was also the equivalent of 4.9% more expenses in
2016 than in 2012 (see Table 7) since earned income covered virtually the same level of expenses in 2016 as it did in 2012 (see Table 3). We
note that theatres do not report an “average gift” per corporation, foundation, trustee, or other individual donor. The “average gift” per source
presented in the narrative in this section was calculated based on the total amount of funds from the source divided by the total number of
corresponding donors, which the theatres do report. The average gift per source may not represent the typical giving level per donor.
For the 131 Trend Theatres:
x As shown in Table 6, average federal funding was at a 5-year low in
2014, rising in both 2015 and 2016 and ending the period with growth
of 2.6% above inflation. In 2016, one theatre had total federal funding
exceeding $518,000, with the majority coming from an Arts in
Education Model Dissemination grant from the Department of
Education. Eliminating this theatre from the analyses would leave
average total federal funding at a 5-year low in 2016, with growth
trailing inflation by 10%. While this outlier skews the average dollar
amount trend, it isn’t enough to change the annual percentage of
expenses that federal funding supports.
At least one theatre received funding from the National Endowment
for the Arts (NEA)’s Our Town grant initiative in 2015 and 2016 but
not in other years. The average Shakespeare for a New Generation
grant was at its highest 5-year level in 2012, while the average
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Art Works: Theater & Musical Theater (formerly Access to Artistic
Excellence) grant peaked in 2013 but still finished the period higher
than it began. Overall NEA funding was 1% higher in 2016 than in
2012 in inflation-adjusted figures.
Federal funding sources appearing at least once are as follows: National
Endowment for the Humanities; U.S. Department of State; Economic
Development Administration; Department of Housing and Urban
Development; Institute of Museum and Library Services; U.S. Embassy;
Combined Federal Campaign; Department of Education; Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention; Department of Justice; Federal WorkStudy; National Park Service; National Science Foundation; National
Arts and Humanities Youth Program Awards; and National Capital Arts
and Cultural Affairs program of the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts,
which funds organizations in Washington, DC.

x The portion of federal funding earmarked for education programs
was at a high of 25% in 2016 and fluctuated from 15% to 17% in
prior years. Federal funding earmarked for touring was no higher
than 3% of total federal funds in any of the five years, and federal
funding for capital campaigns accounted for a high of 6% of federal
funds in 2012 and a low of 0% in 2013.

Grants from other state and regional agencies were nearly triple their
2012 level in 2016 after adjusting for inflation, bolstered by two
theatres that received exceptional support for their capital campaigns.
Eliminating these theatres from the analysis would still leave funding
from other state and regional agencies 54% higher in 2016 than in
2012 and overall state funding growth exceeding inflation by 33%.
Theatres that received funding from other state and regional sources
are generally being awarded higher sums when funded. Funding
earmarked for education was up 23%. Fifty-five theatres saw higher
inflation-adjusted state support in 2016 than in 2012.

x State support was 58.1% higher in 2016 than in 2012 after adjusting
for inflation (see Table 6). General state arts agency funding was up
15% for a 5-year high in 2016 (not shown separately in the table).

TABLE 6: AVERAGE CONTRIBUTED INCOME AND TOTAL INCOME (131 theatres)
2012
Federal**

$

State**

29,893 $

2013

2014

31,803 $

28,828 $

2015

2016

29,154 $

1-yr
% chg

32,199

10.4%

4-yr
% chg
7.7%

4-yr % chg
CGR*
2.6%

74,345

85,601

90,980

133,323

123,398

-7.4%

66.0%

58.1%

City/County**

243,926

117,516

128,738

136,312

124,355

-8.8%

-49.0%

-51.4%

Corporations**

236,087

239,472

232,176

241,265

286,591

18.8%

21.4%

15.6%

Foundations**

697,309

600,281

674,130

750,084

900,580

20.1%

29.2%

23.0%

Trustees

353,857

400,780

444,875

662,053

745,768

12.6% 110.8%

100.7%

Other Individuals

845,848

874,489

893,587

976,636

1,055,825

Fundraising Events/Guilds

339,659

364,660

419,591

425,672

22,649

20,347

22,067

23,958

In-Kind Services/Materials/Facilities

162,550

156,489

159,916

174,372

Other Sources

179,271

168,048

153,766

167,553

United Arts Funds

8.1%

24.8%

18.9%

439,905

3.3%

29.5%

23.3%

21,539

-10.1%

-4.9%

-9.4%

175,030

0.4%

7.7%

2.6%

186,459

11.3%

4.0%

-0.9%

Total Contributed Income

$

3,185,395 $

3,059,486 $

3,248,655 $

3,720,381 $

4,091,647

10.0%

28.5%

22.3%

Total Income

$

6,853,028 $

7,291,777 $

7,543,203 $

7,926,836 $

8,352,920

5.4%

21.9%

16.1%

*Compounded Growth Rate adjusted for inflation. **Trend skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.

TABLE 7: AVERAGE CONTRIBUTED INCOME AND TOTAL INCOME AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENSES
(131 theatres)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

1-yr
% chg

4-yr
% chg

Federal

0.4%

0.4%

0.4%

State**

1.1%

1.2%

1.2%

1.7%

1.5%

-0.2%

0.5%

City/County**

3.5%

1.6%

1.8%

1.8%

1.5%

-0.2%

-2.0%

3.4%

3.3%

3.2%

3.1%

3.6%

0.4%

0.2%

10.0%

8.3%

9.2%

9.7%

11.2%

1.5%

1.1%

Corporations
Foundations**
Trustees

0.4%

0.4%

0.0%

0.0%

5.1%

5.6%

6.1%

8.6%

9.3%

0.7%

4.2%

12.2%

12.1%

12.2%

12.6%

13.1%

0.5%

0.9%

Fundraising Events/Guilds

4.9%

5.1%

5.7%

5.5%

5.5%

0.0%

0.6%

United Arts Funds

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.0%

-0.1%

In-Kind Services/Materials/Facilities

2.3%

2.2%

2.2%

2.3%

2.2%

-0.1%

-0.2%

Other Sources

2.6%

2.3%

2.1%

2.2%

2.3%

0.1%

-0.3%

Other Individuals

Total Contributed Income

45.9%

42.5%

44.2%

48.2%

50.8%

2.6%

4.9%

Total Income

98.8%

101.3%

102.7%

102.6%

103.7%

1.1%

4.9%

**Trend skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
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For the 131 Trend Theatres:
x Average local government funding ended 51.4% lower in 2016 than
2012 after adjusting for inflation (see Table 6). Shifts were largely
driven by exceptional city or county unrestricted support of one
theatre’s capital campaigns in 2012. Eliminating this theatre would
leave local government funding only 9% lower in 2016 than in 2012
in inflation-adjusted figures for remaining theatres. Overall, city and
county funding supported 2.0% less expenses in 2016 than in 2012
(see Table 7).
x Corporate giving rallied to its highest 5-year average in 2016 after
its low in 2014, rising 18.8% from 2015 to 2016 alone. Overall,
growth was 15.6% higher than inflation (see Table 6). The 2016
average was boosted by one theatre’s exceptional corporate
contributions to its capital campaign, which drove its total corporate
contributions to a level double that of any other theatre. Eliminating
this theatre would still leave 5-year inflation-adjusted growth positive
but at a more modest 5%. Each year, 6 to 8 theatres reported no
corporate support. The average number of corporations that donated
per theatre slid from 23 in 2012 to 21 in 2016. The average corporate
gift rose annually, from $11,034 in 2012 to $14,614 in 2016. Fortyseven percent of theatres saw higher inflation-adjusted corporate
support in 2016 than in 2012. Eighteen percent of corporate support
was earmarked for capital campaigns in 2016 as compared to the low
of 3% in 2014. A high of 16% of corporate contributions were
earmarked for education programs in 2014 and a low of 12% in 2015.
x Average foundation support was 23.0% higher in 2016 than in 2012
after adjusting for inflation, following annual growth since a low in
2013 (see Table 6). Foundation grants supported 1.1% more of
expenses in 2016 than in 2012 (see Table 7). One theatre’s high
capital campaign support skewed the average in 2012, and another’s
drove the average high in 2016. Without these two theatres in the
analyses, 5-year growth would be 29% for remaining theatres, so
although they skew the averages high for specific years, they actually
skew the intensity of the trend lower. Every theatre reported
foundation support. Sixty-four percent of theatres saw their
foundation support grow at a more robust rate than inflation over the
5 years. The average theatre received support from 18 foundations in
2012, rising to 20 foundations annually from 2014 through 2016. The
average foundation gift was at a 5-year low of $32,697 in 2013 and a
high of $45,486 in 2016. Education programs received 6% to 9% of
foundation funding annually.
x Individuals were by far the greatest source of contributed funds each
year. The average combined individual contributions from trustees
and non-trustees rose annually, outpacing inflation by 43% and
supporting 5.1% more expenses. Unrestricted contributions for
capital campaigns represented a low of 14% of total individual giving
in 2014 and a high of 32% in 2016.
x Rising annually and having increased by 12.6% from 2015 to 2016
alone, average trustee giving was twice its 2012 level in 2016 in
inflation-adjusted figures (see Table 6), with robust growth driven
by capital campaign contributions. Trustee giving experienced the
greatest increase of all the revenue sources and covered 4.2% more
expenses in 2016 than in 2012 (see Table 7). The trend of growth in

trustee giving is widely shared, with growth that outpaced inflation
over the 5-year period for 72% of the 123 theatres that report trustee
contributions. Thirty-eight theatres’ trustee giving more than doubled
from 2012 to 2016, accounting for inflation. TCG began collecting
detail on the amount of trustee contributions earmarked for a capital
campaign in 2013. Over one-third of theatres that reported trustee
giving in 2016 indicated that some of the contributions were
earmarked for a capital campaign. Including capital campaign
contributions (but not adjusting for inflation), trustee contributions
were 86% higher in 2016 than in 2013; excluding them, trustee
contribution growth was a more modest 22%. Annually, an average of
27 of 29 trustees per theatre make donations. The average trustee gift
ranged from a low of $14,000 in 2012 to a high of $29,000 in 2016.
x Average contributed income from other individuals (non-trustees)
rose annually (see Table 6). Growth in support from non-trustee
individuals outpaced inflation by 18.9% and covered nearly 1% more
expenses in 2016 compared to 2012 (see Table 7).
Additional analyses indicate that aggregate contributions from other
individuals rose annually from a low of $111 million in 2012 to a
high of $138 million in 2016. The average number of other individual
donors per theatre grew from 1,532 in 2012 to 1,662 by 2016. These
individuals contributed higher average gifts over time, from $552 in
2012 to $640 in 2016. Two-thirds of the theatres saw inflationadjusted growth in non-trustee contributions over the 5-year period.
Since 2013, the year TCG began collecting detail on the amount of
other individual contributions earmarked for certain purposes, the
percentage of the total designated for capital campaigns rose from
14% to 22% in 2016.
x Fundraising events and guilds generated an increasing level of
support annually, with 23.3% growth in excess of inflation. The
average United Arts Funding trend fluctuated and ended 9.4% lower
in 2016 than in 2012 after adjusting for inflation. In-kind giving
grew annually from 2013 to 2016 and ended the period at the highest
5-year level, with growth outpacing inflation by 2.6%. In-kind
contributions from corporations, individuals, and “other” sources
were lower in 2016 than in 2012, while those from sheltering
organizations and NARTR drove the overall positive trend.
x During the 5-year period, an increasing number of theatres held
capital campaigns to raise funds to build and renovate facilities, buy
new equipment or technology, establish or grow their endowment,
secure artistic or programming funds, mark a momentous anniversary,
or support recovery. Fifty-four of the Trend Theatres—41%—were
in a capital campaign in 2016, the highest level of the 5 years. The
percentage of theatres reporting that they completed a capital
campaign within the last 5 years also rose annually from 16% in 2012
to 29% in 2016. Fifteen theatres fell into both categories as they
transitioned from one capital campaign into another, most often with
different campaign purposes.
x Considering both earned and contributed income combined, total
income growth over the 5-year period exceeded inflation by 16.1%.
It supported 4.9% more of expenses, trend details of which will be
examined in detail along with CUNA in the section that follows.
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EXPENSES AND CHANGE IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS (CUNA)
Here we report on findings related to Expenses and the Change in Unrestricted Net Assets (CUNA), which is the balance that remains after
subtracting total expenses from total unrestricted income. Table 8 displays average expenses and CUNA in dollars, 1-year percentage changes,
4-year percentage changes, and 4-year percentage changes adjusted for inflation. We share details on each category of expenses and how
theatres modified their resource allocations over time (see Table 9). It is worth noting that although the average dollar amounts for various
expense categories can change rather radically over time, the allocation of total resources to the various categories changes very little. From
2012 to 2016, the biggest shift was an additional 1% of budget to total payroll, carved out of modest changes to allocations made in other
expense areas (see Table 9). Table 10 highlights a subset of administrative expense-to-income ratios.
Every expense area increased over time at a rate that surpassed inflation. The overall effect was an increase in total expenses of 10.5% over the
5 years after adjusting for inflation. This was the experience of the majority of Trend Theatres, 80% of which experienced budget growth that
outpaced inflation over time. There were more full-time and part-time employees over time as well as more fee-based or jobbed-in workers,
and there was year-on-year growth in artistic, administrative, and production/tech payroll.
The CUNA trend was positive. Average CUNA was greatly affected by one outlier in 2012 and two outliers in 2016. Extreme capital losses for
one theatre, as described in the preceding Earned Income section, produced negative average CUNA in 2012. In 2016, the two outliers
experienced different extremes: high capital losses for one and exceptionally high contributions to a capital campaign for the other.
Eliminating these theatres would leave CUNA for remaining theatres at an average of $163,000 in 2012, $14,000 in 2013, $188,000 in 2014,
$297,000 in 2015, and $185,000 in 2016 with growth exceeding inflation by 8%. Even so, 51% of theatres ended 2012 in the red, while 11% of
theatres ended 2016 with a surplus that exceeded their total expenses by more than 20%—the highest percentage of the 5-year period in both
cases. Only 20 of the 131 theatres had a break-even or positive bottom line in every year. It is important to remember that CUNA includes both
operating and non-operating activity related to unrestricted funds, such as unrealized capital gains and losses, exceptional contributed income
for theatres in capital campaigns, and depreciation.
Positive annual CUNA in all years except 2012 strengthened Trend Theatres’ unrestricted net assets, which were not only 5.1% higher in 2016
than in 2012 after adjusting for inflation but also at a 5-year high (not shown in tables).

For the 131 Trend Theatres:
x Employment trends show year-on-year growth. Total payroll
growth surpassed inflation by 12.7% from 2012 to 2016, rising 4.8%
from 2015 to 2016 alone (see Table 8) and accounting for 1.0%
more of theatres’ total expenses over the 5-year period (see Table 9).
Artistic, administrative, and production/technical payroll grew
annually. The average number of paid personnel expanded annually,
from an average of 241 in 2012 to 274 in 2016, a growth in
workforce of 13.8% (personnel numbers not shown in tables). The
average number of full- and part-time personnel was at a low of 63
in 2012 and 2015, and the workforce average hit a 5-year high of 69
in 2016. The average number of fee-based or jobbed-in workers
rose annually from 177 in 2012 to 205 by 2016.
x The largest resource allocation on an annual basis goes to artistic
and administrative payroll (see Tables 8 and 9). Artistic payroll
growth was 7.3% above inflation and represented between 18.0% and
18.6% of total expenditures in every year. Administrative payroll rose
15.5% more than inflation over time (see Table 8), and it accounted
for an increasing allocation of total expenses annually (see Table 9).
The administrative category includes personnel in the areas of
general management, finance, development, marketing, education,
IT/web, and front-of-house.
x The average theatre had between 9 and 10 full-time and part-time
artistic personnel in every year (not shown in the tables). On
average, theatres hired and paid 15% more artists—including staff
and contracted artists—over the period, starting at a combined low of
119 in 2012 and ending at a high of 137 in 2016. Meanwhile, the
average number of salaried administrative personnel (full- and
part-time) grew 13% over time, from 36 in 2012 to 41 by 2016.
Salaried administrative personnel were joined by an average of 13
fee-based or jobbed-in administrative workers in 2012 and 2013,
rising to a high of 17 in 2015, then returning to 16 in 2016.

x Production/technical payroll outpaced inflation over the 5-year
period by 15.6% (see Table 8). Every year theatres averaged 18 to
19 full-time and part-time production personnel. An increase in
production over-hire resulted in the average theatre’s paying a total of
73 production personnel in 2012, escalating to 81 by 2016.
x Average general artistic non-payroll expenses (artist housing, travel,
and per diem; designer expenses; and stage management and
company management expenses) ended 13.0% higher in 2016 than in
2012 after adjusting for inflation, the highest level of the period
despite ups and downs in interim years.
x Average royalty expenses were at their highest in 2015 then dipped
2.9% in 2016. Still, overall royalty expense growth outpaced inflation
by 7.0%. Since growth in income from subscriptions fell just shy of
inflation and single ticket income growth barely kept pace with
inflation, the royalty expense growth means that theatres paid higher
royalty percentages on box office income from the start to the end of
the period. The average theatre paid royalties on 8 properties every
year. The average royalties paid per property varied somewhat over
time, from a low of $20,700 in 2012 and 2014, to a high of $24,300
in 2015, then back down to $22,800 in 2016.
x Production/technical non-payroll expenses (physical production
materials, supplies, and rentals) were 3.4% higher in 2016 than in
2012 after adjusting for inflation (see Table 8) and accounted for
0.5% less of total expenses (see Table 9). The intensity of the trend
is skewed by one theatre that accounted for 15% to 24% of all
production expenses annually and consistently spent at least 46%
more than any other theatre. Eliminating this theatre from the
analysis would leave growth in this area 15% above inflation for
remaining theatres. Sixty percent of theatres realized 5-year inflationadjusted growth in this area.
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TABLE 8: AVERAGE EXPENSES AND CUNA (131 theatres)
2012
Artistic Payroll

$

Administrative Payroll
Production/Tech Payroll
Total Payroll

$

2013

2014

2015

2016

1-yr
% chg

4-yr
% chg

4-yr % chg
CGR*

1,291,748 $

1,298,478 $

1,331,648 $

1,417,712 $

1,454,905

2.6%

12.6%

7.3%

1,453,015

1,526,712

1,584,393

1,675,728

1,762,379

5.2%

21.3%

15.5%

975,570

1,047,170

1,087,026

1,106,286

1,183,721

7.0%

21.3%

15.6%

3,720,333 $

3,872,360 $

4,003,067 $

4,199,726 $

4,401,005

4.8%

18.3%

12.7%

General Artistic Non-Payroll

268,070

308,959

287,256

301,988

318,029

5.3%

18.6%

13.0%

Royalties
Production/Tech Non-Payroll
(physical production)**
Development/Fundraising Non-Payroll
Marketing/Front-of-House/
Education Non-Payroll
Occupancy/Building/Equipment/
Maintenance
Depreciation
General Management/Operations NonPayroll

159,629

161,042

159,693

184,733

179,339

-2.9%

12.3%

7.0%

518,469

535,326

516,874

540,624

563,041

4.1%

8.6%

3.4%

238,118

238,967

255,138

261,543

277,958

6.3%

16.7%

11.2%

799,447

794,372

830,831

830,222

882,358

6.3%

10.4%

5.1%

635,666

649,956

661,045

693,154

706,652

1.9%

11.2%

5.9%

352,896

373,757

374,804

382,901

401,912

5.0%

13.9%

8.5%

246,672

263,467

259,119

330,830

324,166

-2.0%

31.4%

25.2%

Total Expenses
$ 6,939,300 $ 7,198,207 $ 7,347,826 $ 7,725,721 $ 8,054,460 4.3%
Change in Unrestricted Net Assets
$
(86,272) $
93,571 $
195,376 $
201,116 $
298,460 48.4%
(CUNA)**
*Compounded Growth Rate adjusted for inflation. **Trend skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
Italicized negative percentages reflect an improvement from a negative to a positive figure.

16.1%

10.5%

-446.0%

-429.5%

TABLE 9: AVERAGE EXPENSES AND CUNA AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENSES (131 theatres)
2012
Artistic Payroll
Administrative Payroll
Production/Tech Payroll

2013

18.6%
20.9%

2014

2015

2016

1-yr
% chg

4-yr
% chg

18.0%

18.1%

18.4%

18.1%

-0.3%

-0.6%

21.2%

21.6%

21.7%

21.9%

0.2%

0.9%

14.1%

14.5%

14.8%

14.3%

14.7%

0.4%

0.6%

53.6%

53.8%

54.5%

54.4%

54.6%

0.3%

1.0%

General Artistic Non-Payroll

3.9%

4.3%

3.9%

3.9%

3.9%

0.0%

0.1%

Royalties
Production/Tech Non-Payroll
(physical production)**
Development/Fundraising Non-Payroll
Marketing/Front-of-House/
Education Non-Payroll
Occupancy/Building/Equipment/
Maintenance
Depreciation
General Management/Operations NonPayroll

2.3%

2.2%

2.2%

2.4%

2.2%

-0.2%

-0.1%

7.5%

7.4%

7.0%

7.0%

7.0%

0.0%

-0.5%

3.4%

3.3%

3.5%

3.4%

3.5%

0.1%

0.0%

11.5%

11.0%

11.3%

10.7%

11.0%

0.2%

-0.6%

9.2%

9.0%

9.0%

9.0%

8.8%

-0.2%

-0.4%

5.1%

5.2%

5.1%

5.0%

5.0%

0.0%

-0.1%

3.6%

3.7%

3.5%

4.3%

4.0%

-0.3%

0.5%

Total Expenses
100.0%
Change in Unrestricted Net Assets
-1.2%
(CUNA)**
**Trend skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

1.3%

2.7%

2.6%

3.7%

1.1%

4.9%

Total Payroll
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TABLE 10: TREND THEATRES ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE INDEX (131 theatres)
2012
Single ticket marketing expense (excluding personnel expense) to single ticket
income (including single ticket income from in-residence productions, booked-in
events, and toured performances)
Subscription marketing expense (excluding personnel expense) to subscription
income
Total marketing expense (including personnel expense) to total ticket sales
Development expense (excluding personnel expense, fundraising event expense) to
total unrestricted contributed income (excluding fundraising event income)
Fundraising event expense (excluding personnel expense) to fundraising event
income (including cash and in-kind)
Total development expense (including fundraising event expense and personnel
expense) to total unrestricted contributed income
Education/outreach expense (excluding personnel expense) to education/outreach
income (earned and contributed)
Total education/outreach expense (including personnel expense) to
education/outreach income (earned and contributed)
x There was year-on-year growth in average non-payroll development
expenses from 2012 to 2016, with a 6.3% increase in the past year
alone. Overall growth in this area surpassed inflation by 11.2% (see
Table 8), while growth in unrestricted contributed income that
resulted from development efforts was up 22.3%, as described in the
previous section (see Table 6). As shown in Table 10, it took half a
cent less in development expense to generate a dollar of unrestricted
contributed income when considered without personnel or
fundraising event expense and a slightly greater decrease of 1.4 cents
on the dollar if all costs are considered in the calculation.
x Theatres spent 2.7% less to generate each dollar of fundraising
event revenue over the period, dropping from 35% in 2012 to 32% in
2016 and fluctuating in interim years (see Table 10).
x Collective marketing, front-of-house, and education non-payroll
expense growth was 5.1% higher than inflation (see Table 8).
x As shown in Table 10, the efficiency in expenditures targeting
single ticket buyers remained at the same level of 21% in 2016 as it
was in 2012, with little variation in interim years. As reported earlier
in Table 4, the average number of single tickets sold was 2.0%
lower in 2016 than in 2012. Single ticket expenses and income for all
productions were 2% lower in 2016 than in 2012 (not shown in tables).
x Generating a dollar of subscription income required a rounded 11
cents in every year except 2015, when it was 10 cents, as shown in
Table 10. As described in previous sections, subscription income
was down a slight 0.3% over the 5-year period in inflation-adjusted
figures, and the average number of subscription tickets sold was
10.6% lower.
x Including marketing personnel expense, it took 1.2 cents more of
total marketing resources to generate a dollar of ticket income in
2016 than 2012.
x Growth in earned and contributed income related to education/outreach
programs outpaced inflation over the 5-year period by 21% (not
shown in tables), while the non-personnel expenses allocated to
generate education/outreach income increased by 34%. The net effect
is an increase of 2.3% in the expense-to-income ratio from 2012 to
2016 (see Table 10).

2013

2014

2015

2016

1-yr
% chg

4-yr
% chg

21%

22%

22%

20%

21%

1.4%

0.0%

11%

11%

11%

10%

11%

0.5%

-0.8%

29%

30%

30%

28%

30%

1.9%

1.2%

4%

5%

4%

4%

4%

-0.2%

-0.5%

35%

31%

33%

31%

32%

1.0%

-2.7%

16%

16%

16%

15%

14%

-0.5%

-1.4%

22%

24%

24%

24%

25%

0.3%

2.3%

79%

79%

81%

84%

83%

-0.7%

4.0%

Including personnel costs, education/outreach expenses compared to
related income were 4% higher in 2016 as in 2012 (see Table 10). We
note that total education/outreach expenses include compensation for
education program personnel but not the development costs associated
with grant writing for education or outreach funding (see Table 10).
x General management/operations non-payroll expenses, which
include fees to general administrative independent contractors, were
at a 5-year high in 2015 and diminished 2.0% in 2016. Nevertheless,
growth surpassed inflation by 25.2% (see Table 8), ultimately
accounting for 0.5% more of expenses (see Table 9).
x Occupancy/building/equipment/maintenance costs rose year-to-year,
with overall growth 5.9% more than inflation (see Table 8). The cost
of rent or debt service on facilities and regularly scheduled
maintenance of infrastructure and utilities accounted for 83% to 84%
of all expenses in this category each year. These costs rose 5% more
than inflation over the 5-year period (not shown in tables).
More theatres owned their spaces over time. Whereas 47% of theatres
owned their primary performance space in 2012, half did so in 2015
and 2016. The percentage that owned their office space was 45% in
2012, rising to 49% in 2016. Fewer theatres rented performance
space over time, decreasing from 43% in 2012 to 38% in 2015 and
2016. In 2012, 45% operated in rented office space, whereas this
figure was 40% in 2016. Thirteen theatres operated in donated
performance space, and 12 had donated office space in 2012. By
2015, 15 and 14 theatres were in donated performance and office,
respectively.
x Depreciation, the non-cash expense that accounts for the decrease in
the book value of property and equipment, increased an inflationadjusted 8.5% between 2012 and 2016. This increase is tied to the
higher percentage of space ownership noted above and is reflected in
the rise in fixed assets, which we discuss in the Balance Sheet section
that follows.
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To get a good look at overall fiscal health and long-term stability, we turn in this section to a focus on the Balance Sheet. Whereas the
Statement of Activities gives a summary of unrestricted income and expenses for the fiscal year, the Balance Sheet provides a fiscal year-end
snapshot of the value of a theatre’s assets, liabilities, and net assets (unrestricted, temporarily restricted, and permanently restricted)
accumulated throughout its history.
Each year’s CUNA is added to (or subtracted from, in the case of negative CUNA) the year’s beginning balance of unrestricted net assets to
arrive at total unrestricted net assets. It serves as a connection between annual activity and the Balance Sheet, but the unrestricted net assets are
only one of many components of a theatre’s capital structure. A second way that the Balance Sheet links to annual activity is when funds that
were temporarily restricted meet their designated restriction and release into the annual statement of activities as NARTR. Theatres also add to
their assets through purchased or donated investments, land, buildings, money, stocks, etc.
Not every Trend Theatre responds to the Balance Sheet section of the survey because some theatres operate as part of a sheltering organization
and, therefore, do not keep a separate Balance Sheet. Of the 131 Trend Theatres, 120 are included in the Balance Sheet analyses. The growth in
their total assets over the past 5 years outpaced inflation by 11.7%. Average total assets were $17.5 million per theatre in 2012, rising
annually to $20.5 million in 2016. To balance the asset growth, theatres’ liabilities rose 7.1%, while total net assets grew 13.4% above
inflation. Total net assets averaged $15.3 million per theatre in 2016 following 4 years of annual increases in value.

The aggregate value of the different asset categories net of liabilities for the 120 Trend Theatres for each of the past 5 years is represented in Table
11, along with the 1-year percentage changes, 4-year percentage changes, and inflation-adjusted 4-year percentage changes. The table also shows
total expenses and the investment ratio over time, which we detail below. We acknowledge Cool Spring Analytics for recommending the Balance
Sheet categories and ratios reported in this section. Total net assets—unrestricted, temporarily restricted, and permanently restricted—underwent
annual growth, with their value increasing by 13.4% more than inflation for the 5-year period. The aggregate net assets for all 120 Trend Theatres
combined was $1.54 billion in 2012 and grew to $1.84 billion by 2016. The highest growth area was other net assets such as building and plant
funds, undesignated cash, and net assets not in a reserve or endowment, which increased 43.1% above inflation over the period, diminishing 11.1% in
2016 from a 5-year high in 2015. Growth was also driven by investments, which were 15.9% higher over time in inflation-adjusted figures, and fixed
assets, which increased in value 2.0% above the rate of inflation. Fixed assets comprised 70% of total net assets in 2012; by 2016, they accounted for
only 63%, as other forms of net assets gained in prominence.

TABLE 11: AGGREGATE NET ASSETS (in Millions) (120 theatres)
2012
Working Capital**

$

Fixed Assets
Investments
Other Net Assets

2013

2014

2015

2016

1-yr
% chg

4-yr
% chg
-4.4%

4-yr % chg
CGR*

(259) $

(248) $

(235) $

(261) $

(248)

-4.9%

-9.0%

1,077

1,073

1,075

1,128

1,154

2.3%

7.1%

2.0%

556

585

647

622

676

8.7%

21.7%

15.9%

171

211

262

289

257

-11.1%

50.3%

43.1%

Total Net Assets

$

1,545 $

1,620 $

1,749 $

1,779 $

1,840

3.4%

19.1%

13.4%

Total Expenses

$

858 $

883 $

907 $

952 $

994

4.4%

15.9%

10.4%

65%
66%
71%
65%
68%
*Compounded Growth Rate adjusted for inflation. **Trend skewed by 1or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
Italicized negative percentages reflect an improvement from a negative to a less negative figure.

2.7%

3.3%

Investment Ratio

Working capital is a fundamental building block of a theatre’s capital structure and reflects the unrestricted resources available to meet day-to-day
cash needs and obligations. It is a better indicator of a theatre’s operating position than CUNA, which includes non-operating activity and doesn’t
reflect the theatre’s savings or outstanding obligations. Negative working capital indicates that a theatre is borrowing funds (e.g., dipping into
deferred subscription revenue, delaying payables, taking out loans, tapping lines of credit, etc.) to meet daily operating needs. There are different
approaches to calculating working capital, depending on whether data are captured by breaking down all assets and liabilities by restriction—in
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which case the calculation is typically the subtraction of unrestricted current liabilities from unrestricted current assets—or by reporting only net
assets by restriction. The latter case has historically been the reporting structure of the TCG Fiscal Survey, so we continue to follow Cool Spring
Analytics’ recommendation and net out fixed assets and unrestricted long-term investments from total unrestricted net assets.
Capital campaigns over the years have increased theatres’ long-term investments and fixed assets. However, the success of those campaigns has not
translated into sufficient levels of readily available funds to meet daily needs. Table 11 shows that working capital was negative in each of the 5
years: at its best in 2014, its worst in 2015, and ending at -$248 million, in aggregate. In 2016, 76 theatres had negative working capital, consistent
with the range of prior years when this was the case for 73 to 78 theatres. Annual negative working capital was the reality of 53% of theatres. Of
77 theatres that had negative capital in 2012, just over half saw their situation improve but remain negative by 2016, 16% turned their
negative working capital into positive working capital by the end of the period, and 34% had working capital that became increasingly negative over
time. There is good news in that 56% of the 43 theatres that began the period with positive working capital saw it improve with time, while
26% went from positive to negative working capital over the period, and the remaining 18% saw their working capital decrease but remain positive.
Six theatres annually reported negative working capital greater than $10,000,000, one of which accounted for 32% to 41% of all working capital each
year. Eliminating this extreme outlier from the analysis still leaves annual working capital negative for remaining theatres, but less so, and with
greater improvement over time: aggregate working capital would be -$167 million in 2012, at a 5-year worst level of -$175 million in 2015, and at a
least negative level for the period of -$143 million in 2016, for an overall improvement of 16% over the 5-year period.
Total cash reserve growth was 18% higher than inflation (not shown in the table). The unrestricted part of the total (which is part of working capital)
nearly doubled in value, adjusting for inflation. Permanently restricted cash reserves were at a fairly constant level in 2012 through 2015 then soared
127% in 2016 with two theatres reporting cash in this area for the first time during the period. Temporarily restricted cash reserves, largely reported
by theatres either in or having just completed a capital campaign, fell 31% short of inflation. Fifty-three to 56 theatres per year reported cash reserves.
Endowments are funds either designated by trustees (quasi-endowments) or restricted by donors (endowments) and established to provide interest
income while the principal is restricted/designated. Endowment values climbed annually and were 25% greater in 2016 than in 2012, adjusting for
inflation (not shown in the table). Annually, roughly 17% of total endowments are the unrestricted, board-designated quasi-endowments that figure
into the working capital calculation, while 70% to 75% of endowment funds are permanently restricted and the remainder are temporarily restricted.
Growth in total fixed assets (i.e., land, property, and equipment less accumulated depreciation) exceeded inflation by 2.0% (see Tables 11 and 12).
The purchase value (pre-depreciation) of buildings, land, and/or improvements was 9.4% higher, and that of equipment was 24.6 % greater, over the
5-year period in inflation-adjusted figures (not shown in the tables). This perpetuated a steady increase in both annual and accumulated depreciation.
In Table 11 we relate investments to total expenses to form an investment ratio. An increasing investment ratio over time means the theatre has more
invested capital, which generates income for operating purposes, relative to its budget. The investment ratio peaked in 2014; nevertheless, it was
3.3% higher in 2016 than in 2012. As shown in Table 12, unrestricted long-term investments gained 13.5% in value from 2012 to 2016, in inflationadjusted figures, compared with 15.9% growth in investments overall. Fifty-six of the 80 theatres reporting investments in both 2012 and 2016
experienced an inflation-adjusted gain in investment value over the 5-year period.

TABLE 12: AVERAGE WORKING CAPITAL (120 theatres)
2012
Total Unrestricted Net Assets

$

Fixed Assets
Unrestricted Long-Term Investments

2013

2014

2015

2016

1-yr
% chg

4-yr
% chg

4-yr % chg
CGR*

7,506,393 $

7,577,821 $

7,822,539 $

8,078,943 $

8,372,496

3.6%

11.5%

6.2%

8,977,535

8,939,081

8,955,388

9,399,528

9,615,052

2.3%

7.1%

2.0%

690,286

707,122

825,092

850,811

822,955

-3.3%

19.2%

13.5%

Working Capital**

$ (2,161,428) $ (2,068,383) $ (1,957,941) $ (2,171,395) $ (2,065,511)

-4.9%

-4.4%

-9.0%

Total Expenses

$

4.4%

15.9%

10.4%

2.4%

5.3%

7,149,515 $

7,361,859 $

7,556,657 $

Working Capital Ratio**

7,935,477 $

8,286,976

-30%
-28%
-26%
-27%
*Compounded Growth Rate adjusted for inflation. **Trend skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
Italicized negative percentages reflect an improvement from a negative to a less negative figure.

-25%

In Table 12, we use average figures to relate working capital to total expenses to create a working capital ratio. The proportion of unrestricted
resources available to meet operating expenses, called the working capital ratio, indicates how long a theatre could pay its short-term obligations if it
had to survive on current resources. The yearly negative working capital ratio is an indication that theatres are regularly experiencing cash
flow crunches, with the most acute crunch occurring in 2012 and the least severe in 2016 (see Table 12). Were we to again eliminate from the
analyses the theatre with extremely negative working capital each year, the working capital ratio for remaining theatres would be -20% in 2012 and
2013, improving to -15% by 2016. Cool Spring Analytics recommends that each theatre determine its own working capital needs based on its cash
flow cycle. Generally speaking, 25%, or 3 months of funds, is a benchmark for adequate working capital to handle most cash flow fluctuations. At
best over the 5-year period, 16 theatres met this benchmark in 2015 and 2016, and at worst, only 10 attained the mark in 2013.
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Here we take a 10-year view of trends. Of the 131 Trend Theatres, 94 participated in the TCG Fiscal Survey annually for the period of 2007 to
2016. These theatres tend to be larger-budget organizations, with 2016 total expenses averaging $9.7 million, compared to $8.1 million for the
average 5-year Trend Theatre. The historical activity for this group sometimes contradicts the trends reported in the section above because of
the lower representation of smaller theatres. To illustrate, a look at the midpoint in the budget range—i.e., the median—reveals a budget size
of $6.5 million in 2016, compared to $4.4 million for the average 5-year Trend Theatre. Our examination of this subset of theatres provides a
longer-term horizon of key trends. Compounded annual inflation for the 10-year period was 17%.
Overall, expense growth exceeded inflation every year since 2010. Earned and contributed income both trended upward since hitting lows in
2009 and 2010, respectively, but not in a smooth trajectory. Contributed income made up a higher proportion of total income than earned
income only in 2009, during the depth of the recession. The earned-to-contributed split, at 60/40 for several years during the start of the 10year period, closed to a narrower 51/49 split by 2016.

For the 94 Theatres:
EARNED INCOME AND ATTENDANCE (see Side Note Figures A and B)
x Overall, average earned income growth fell short of inflation by 5.0%.
x Subscriber loyalty was stable, with a 73% renewal rate the norm most years, punctuated by upticks to 75% in 2011 and 2016. However,
subscribers who left were not replaced sufficiently by new subscribers, precipitating a downward trend. Average subscription
income trended downward (see Side Note Figure A), and growth lagged inflation by 16.6% despite 12% inflation-adjusted growth
in the average subscription price per ticket. Ninety percent of the 10-year Trend Theatres reported subscription activity annually. The
aggregate number of subscription tickets sold (i.e., #subscribers x #tickets per package sold) was highest in 2007 (see Side Note
Figure B), the first year of the period, and decreased steadily over time for an overall 20% drop. Since the number of subscribers fell by
20%, we can see that the drop in number of subscription tickets sold is driven mainly by the loss of subscribers rather than fewer
tickets being sold per package. Of the seating capacity available to subscribers, 37% was filled in 2007, 2008, and 2010, decreasing to
33% to 34% in each of the past 5 years.
x Average single ticket income generally trended upward (see Side Note Figure A) from 2007 through 2016, despite dips in 2009,
2013, and 2016. Single ticket income growth outpaced inflation by 17.8%, and yet the average number of single tickets sold was 1% lower
over the 10-year period (see Side Note Figure B), with a low average of 53,000 in 2010 and a high of 57,000 in 2012, ending at 54,800
in 2016. Average single ticket prices rose 15% more than inflation.
x Total attendance trended downward from 2007 to 2015 then spiked in 2016 (see Side Note Figure B) due to exceptional
attendance at tour performances by one theatre that hadn’t reported activity of this type in prior years (see the Trend Theatres section
for more details). Total attendance at resident performances (not including tours) was 5.7% lower in 2016 than in 2007, which is more in
keeping with the trends reported above in subscriber and single ticket sales. Overall, the number of total performances inclusive of
tours was scaled back 1.6% over time, while the corresponding loss in total attendance was 1.2%. Theatres offered the fewest
performances in 2010, followed by 2015. The paid percent of capacity varied little, with a low of 64.2% of seats filled with paying ticket
buyers in 2013 and a high of 71.8% in 2007.
x Endowment earnings/transfers were an inflation-adjusted 33.8% lower in 2016 than in 2007. In 2007, they were at their highest, then
they dropped during the recession in 2008 and again 2009, regained some lost ground in 2010, and have remained fairly consistent since
(see Side Note Figure A).
x Capital gains and losses went up and down with the stock market (see Side Note Figure A). The peaks and valleys in 2011 through
2013 and 2016 were driven by outlier theatres. Capital gains averaged $275,862 in 2007 and -$202,823 in 2016, with considerable
volatility in interim years. Although interest and dividend trends are not shown in the figure, they were 70% lower over time after adjusting
for inflation, meaning all three areas of investment instrument income provided less support of expenses.
x All other earned income (see Side Note Figure A) was in a slightly downward trend from 2007 through 2012 then spiked to a new high
in 2013 and has been on an upward swing ever since, with growth outpacing inflation by 37%. Education/outreach, concession, and
production income (i.e., enhancement and co-production income), which are all part of other earned income, were all at 10-year highs in 2016.

Side Note Figure A: Selected 10-Year Average Earned Income Trends (inflation adjusted)
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Side Note Figure B: 10-Year Aggregate Attendance and Ticket Trends

CONTRIBUTED INCOME (see Side Note Figure C)
x Growth in average unrestricted contributed income surpassed inflation by 34.3%, largely driven by total individual contributions.
Total unrestricted income growth exceeded inflation by 10.7%.
x Individual contributions dropped sharply in 2010 but have been on a positive trajectory since, with average total individual contributions
exceeding the rate of inflation by 59.7% over the 10-year period. Growth in trustee giving outpaced inflation by a robust 97%, and that
of non-trustee individuals surpassed inflation by 43%. The average number of non-trustee individual donors per theatre varied between
1,700 and 1,900 each year before hitting a high of 2,049 in 2016. Since hitting a 10-year low in 2012, combined trustee contributions of
the 94 theatres increased every year as a percentage of overall contributions from individuals, rising from 29% in 2012 to 39% in 2016.
There is a remarkable level of investment in theatres made by an average of 30 to 34 trustees per theatre per year.
x Foundation funding swung broadly from 2007 to 2013 but has been on an upswing in recent years, ending an inflation-adjusted
39.2% higher in 2016 than in 2007. Outlier theatres were responsible for the drastic upticks in 2009 and 2012. Theatres averaged gifts
from 20 foundations nearly every year prior to 2014 and from 21 foundations in 2014, 2015, and 2016.
x Corporate contributions were 14.6% lower over time in inflation-adjusted dollars. Corporate funding was at its highest level of the
period in 2007 and its second highest level in 2016 following three consecutive years of increases. Theatres averaged support from 36
corporations in 2007, falling to a low of 23 by 2016.
x Total government funding growth outpaced inflation by 5.4%. Local government funding ended the period 17% above its 2007 level in
inflation-adjusted dollars, while state funding growth was 10% stronger than inflation. Both local and state funding spiked erratically with
capital campaign support in 2012 and 2016, respectively, as described in the Trend Theatres section. Federal funding was at its highest
10-year level in 2010. Overall, however, it was nearly one-third lower in 2016 than in 2007 despite a 9.7% increase from 2015 to 2016.
x In-kind contributions trended steadily upward, growing 31% over the 10-year period after adjusting for inflation and reaching a period
high in 2016. In-kind corporate donations accounted for 62% of total in-kind contributions in 2007. This figure diminished to 48% by 2016.
x All but 20 of the theatres conducted a capital campaign at some point during the period. We can expect higher asset values in future years
since 45% of theatres were in a capital campaign in 2016.

Side Note Figure C: Selected 10-Year Average Contributed Income Trends (inflation adjusted)

EXPENSES (see Side Note Figure D)
x Overall expenses were 16.1% higher in 2016 than in 2007, after adjusting for inflation. Every expense category’s growth outpaced
inflation over time.
x Since 2011 there has been increasing divergence in growth of artistic and administrative payroll, which were at their largest 10-year
gap in 2016. Artistic payroll growth outpaced inflation by 10.5% over the 10-year period, while that of administrative payroll outperformed
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inflation by 22.8%. More artists were hired on average in 2016 than in the previous 9 years, trending upward over time from 110 in 2007 to
153 in 2016. The average number of paid administrative staff was lowest in 2010 at 49 and highest in 2016 at 66, rising every year in
between. Administrative payroll includes salaries for staff in the areas of general management, finance, development, marketing, education,
IT/web, and front-of-house. The average number of production personnel was at a high of 95 in both 2014 and 2016 and lowest in 2010 at
83. Production/technical payroll trended upward with little volatility since 2010, and growth outpaced inflation by 21.9%.
x Among non-payroll expenses, depreciation and general management/operations (not shown in the graph) saw substantial increases,
rising 38% and 35%, respectively, in inflation-adjusted figures. Average marketing/front-of-house/education expenses were reduced
during the recession but have generally hovered around $1 million in inflation-adjusted figures since 2007. These expenses rose 6.7% from
2015 to 2016, and growth outpaced inflation by 1.6%. Production/technical expenses (production materials and rentals) had peaks and
valleys driven by an outlier and ended 5.1% higher in 2016 than in 2007, adjusting for inflation. Generally speaking, production/tech
expenses have hovered around $700,000 every year since 2010.
x Expense growth exceeded total income growth by 5.4%. Average CUNA for the 10-Year Trend Theatres was negative in 2009 and 2012 and
positive all other years. It varied in proportion to expenses, from a high of 10% in the rebounded economy of 2011 following the recession to a
low of -9.9% in 2009, ending the period at 3.3%. Side Note Figure E shows the percentage of theatres that broke even or better each year.
Both 2009 and 2016 saw more 10-Year Trend Theatres with a negative rather than positive bottom line, while the reverse was true in other years.

Side Note Figure D: Selected 10-Year Average Expense Trends (inflation adjusted)

Side Note Figure E: Breakdown of 94 Trend Theatres’ Change in Unrestricted Net Assets

BALANCE SHEET (Completed by 85 of the 94 10-year Trend Theatres)
x The total asset value was 18% higher over time in inflation-adjusted figures, a collective $2.05 billion in 2016 compared to $1.48 billion in
2007. Investment values were 1.8% higher, peaking at an average of $6.8 million in 2014 and diminishing to $6.4 million by 2016. Fixed
assets grew 43% in value over the 10-year period in inflation-adjusted figures, a consistent rise from an average of $6.7 million in 2007 to
$11.1 million by 2016. Theatres added assets through capital campaigns and market growth.
x Growth in net assets beat inflation by 8.3%, and liabilities increased 55.3% over the 10-year period, after adjusting for inflation. Total net
assets represented a high of 79% of total assets at the start of the period in 2007. In 2016, net assets were 72% of total assets, in keeping with
the 71% to 73% range of all years since 2009.
x The investment ratio, which compares the value of total investments with the amount of total annual expenses, peaked at 77% in 2008. It fell
and rose again twice over the period, ending in 2016 at 63%.
x Average working capital was negative each of the 10 years. It ended the period at its lowest average of -$2.9 million in 2016. Although this
was the most extreme average, it was the equivalent to -29% of total expenses—i.e., the working capital ratio—whereas the most severe
working capital ratio was -37% in 2010. The least negative working capital ratio was -6% in 2008.
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In the Profiled Theatres section, we share facts and findings on all 182 theatres that completed TCG Fiscal Survey 2016. Here we examine the same
details covered in the Trend Theatres section—i.e., earned income; attendance, tickets, and performances; contributed income; expenses and CUNA;
and Balance Sheet ratios. We avoid comparisons to Profiled Theatres of years past because the pool of theatres that participate in the survey is different
from year to year. Instead, historical comparisons are covered in the Trend Theatres section, where we follow the same set of theatres over time.
We begin with a brief overview of collective, industry-wide activity then break down information into Budget Group Snapshots, which provide
income, expense, attendance, and performance details for the Profiled Theatres organized into 6 budget groups, based on annual expenses. Budget
Group Snapshots reveal how different size theatres have distinctive resource needs and operating results. We end with an examination of Profiled
Theatres’ Balance Sheet activity.
The 2016 Profiled Theatres’ average budget size was $6.7 million, and budgets ranged from
roughly $178,000 to nearly $80 million. The average budget size is skewed by several
large-budget theatres. A look at the median—defined as the midpoint in the budget range—
reveals quite a different budget size of $3.3 million. We continue, however, to refer to the
average (arithmetic mean) throughout this report, rather than the median.
The chart to the right shows the budget ranges and the number of theatres for each group. Most
theatres operate in urban areas, although it is important to remember that metro
populations vary considerably: 68% of Profiled Theatres are located in urban areas, 24% are
resident in suburban communities, and 8% have made rural areas their home. Eighty-nine
percent of Group 6 Theatres are based in urban areas, while theatres in other budget groups are
less likely to locate in an urban area, ranging from a low of 52% of Group 4 Theatres to 67%
of Group 3 Theatres. Roughly one-third of Group 1 and 5 Theatres and 43% of Group 4
Theatres are located in suburban communities. Rural theatres are most prominent in Group 2,
representing 16% of that group’s theatres, while Group 1, 4, and 6 Theatres each included only
one theatre in a rural community.

2016 PROFILED THEATRES (182 Theatres)
Budget
Group

Annual Expenses

Number of
Theatres

6

$10 million or more

37

5

$5 million – $9,999,999

34

4

$3 million – $4,999,999

21

3

$1 million – $2,999,999

58

2

$500,000 – $999,999

20

1

$499,999 or less

12

In 2016, earned income financed 53.1% of total expenses, and contributed income financed 50.1% of total expenses. These figures add up to 103.2%
because total income exceeded total expenses by 3.2%, leaving theatres with positive average Change in Unrestricted Net Assets (CUNA). Theatres’
CUNA ranged from a low of -$18.4 million to a high of $33.6 million, with the low value driven by an exceptional capital loss and the unusually high
value driven by capital campaign donations. These two theatres at the CUNA extremes were both in a capital campaign in 2016.

Figure E shows Profiled Theatres’ earned income by source in relation to expenses. Single ticket income funded 23.1% of expenses and
was the largest source of earned income, followed by income from subscriptions at 13.8%.

FIGURE E: INCOME AS A PERCENTAGE OF EXPENSES
WITH EARNED INCOME DETAIL*
*Percentages total more than 100% because total unrestricted income exceeded total expenses.

Earned
Income
53.1%

The 182 Profiled Theatres, in total:
x Covered $460 million of $1.2 billion in expenses with ticket sales,
thereby covering 37.5% of total costs and constituting 71% of all
earned income.
x Brought in $283 million in single ticket sales, which alone
accounted for 44% of overall earned income. Group sales accounted
for 8.4% of single ticket income.

x Sold 7.2 million single tickets, of which 17% were sold as part of
34,600 group sales.
x Attracted over 741,000 subscribers, representing 3.9 million tickets,
14% of which were purchased as flexible subscriptions. Theatres
collectively earned $169 million in subscription income.
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x While 21 theatres offered neither subscriptions nor memberships,
the majority of theatres offered multiple options for relational
purchases. Of the 132 Profiled Theatres that offered traditional
subscriptions, 79% also offered flexible subscriptions and/or some
kind of membership. Sixteen theatres offered only a flexible
subscription, 4 offered only flexible subscriptions along with some type
of membership, 7 offered only “all-in-one” memberships, and 2 offered
only “pay-as-you-go” memberships, in which the individual pays a
membership fee for the year and can then purchase discounted tickets.
Flexible subscriptions represented 13.4% of subscription/membership
income, and the “fee” portion of “pay-as-you-go” memberships
accounted for 0.6%.
x Brought in $17.1 million from presenter fees & contracts (nonticket income related to tours and other presenting activities). One
theatre earned 64% of all income in this category, or $11 million.

Without this theatre, presenter fees would represent only 1% of
expenses for remaining organizations.
x Offered 1,267 education and outreach programs that collectively
served nearly 3 million people, among the 160 theatres that reported
education/outreach activity. Education/outreach activity, some of
which is free, generated $42.1 million in earned income.
x Received $21.7 million in production income—a combination of
enhancement and co-production income. Twenty-two theatres earned
enhancement income, and 31 reported co-production income. One
theatre earned 36% of all co-production income.
x Earned $5.2 million from 418 royalty properties for an average of
$12,405 per property. One Group 6 Theatre earned 51% of all
royalties.
x Produced 288 world premieres, creating potential for future royalties.

The analysis of contributed income explores all unrestricted funds. This includes unrestricted gifts to capital campaigns and contributions
received in a prior fiscal year and released to pay for earmarked activity occurring in the current fiscal year, called Net Assets Released from
Temporary Restriction (NARTR). Figure F breaks out income for Profiled Theatres, with detail on different sources of contributed income.
Unrestricted contributions amounted to a collective $614 million and financed 50.1% of total expenses, with donations from other
individuals (non-trustees) representing the largest single source of contributed income, followed by foundations. If we add in 2016 gifts
that were temporarily or permanently restricted, the aggregate amount of contributions rises to $840 million. As with the remainder of this
report, however, we focus our attention in this section on unrestricted funds only.
Table 13 indicates average gift amounts by donor source. We note that theatres do not directly report an “average gift” per corporation,
foundation, trustee, or other individual donor. The “average gifts” in the table were calculated based on the total amount of funds from each
source divided by the total number of corresponding donors, which the theatres do report. The average gift per source may not represent the
typical giving level per donor.

FIGURE F: INCOME AS A PERCENTAGE OF EXPENSES
WITH CONTRIBUTED INCOME DETAIL*
*Percentages total more than 100% because total unrestricted income exceeded total expenses.

Contributed
Income
50.1%

Collectively, the 182 Profiled Theatres:
x Released $190 million of net assets from temporary restriction
(NARTR), which was reported by theatres of every budget size
and supported 15% of total expenses. Thirty-five percent of all
NARTR came from foundation grants and another 25% from trustees.
x Generated capital campaign contributions of $123 million, or
20% of all contributed funds. Individual donors, including trustees
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or other individuals, gave 63% of capital campaign funds, and
foundations contributed 25% of the total. In 2016, 35% of Profiled
Theatres were in capital campaigns, and 27% completed a capital
campaign in the past 5 years. One theatre began its current capital
campaign as long ago as 2003. All Groups except Group 1 had at
least one theatre in a capital campaign in 2016.

Of the 64 theatres currently in a capital campaign, 78% were raising
funds for facilities/equipment, 42% for endowment, 36% for
artistic/programming, 22% for operating/technology, 11% for recovery,
and 16% for other purposes. More than half were raising capital
campaign funds for more than one purpose. Of the 50 theatres that
completed a capital campaign in the last five years, 80% raised funds for
facilities/equipment, 20% for artistic/programming, 14% for endowment,
12% for operating/technology, 6% for recovery, and 8% for other
purposes, with roughly one-quarter completing multi-purpose campaigns.
x Received $264 million in gifts from trustees and other individuals,
which accounted for 43% of all contributed dollars and supported
21.5% of total expenses. Forty percent of total individual
contributions came from trustees, who gave an average of $24,874
(see Table 13), including NARTR. Board size tends to increase
with theatre size, as does the average trustee contribution.
x Received contributions from 268,058 non-trustee individuals, who
gave an average gift of $592 (see Table 13). Overall, other

individual gifts were the largest contributed income source (see
Figure F), a finding that reflected the reality of the average theatre
in Groups 4 and 6. This includes add-on donations given during ticket
transactions. For some theatres, this can push the number of sources
up and the average donation size down.
x Raised $41.5 million from 3,393 corporations. The average
corporate gift in 2016 was $12,246 (see Table 13). Corporate
support covered 2% to 4% of total expenses for every Budget Group,
not including in-kind donations.
x Received $136 million from 3,245 foundation grants, which
averaged $42,029 (see Table 13). For all Groups, foundations
provide the highest average gift. For Group 1, 2, 3, and 5 Theatres,
foundation support was the largest contributed income source.
x Accepted $27.4 million in in-kind donations and raised more than
$66 million from fundraising events or guilds.
x Received $20.2 million in contributed support of education programs,
accounting for 3.3% of all (unrestricted) contributed income.

TABLE 13: AVERAGE GIFT BY SOURCE* (includes NARTR and unrestricted capital campaign gifts)
All Theatres

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

Average Trustee Gift

$

24,874 $

47,750 $

22,355 $

11,914 $

6,505 $

2,649 $

1,990

Average Other Individual Gift

$

592 $

622 $

587 $

747 $

434 $

335 $

191

Average Corporate Gift

$

12,246 $

19,684 $

10,407 $

5,422 $

6,826 $

2,013 $

2,483

Average Foundation Gift

$

42,029 $

64,347 $

37,701 $

30,606 $

26,875 $

17,468 $

14,086

*The “average gift” per source was calculated based on the total amount of funds from the source divided by the total number of corresponding
donors and may not represent the typical giving level per donor.



EXPENSES AND CHANGE IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS (CUNA)
We show Profiled Theatres’ proportional expenses by category in Figure G. Theatres provide jobs for artists and other cultural workers in the
process of delivering on mission. Theatre is a labor-intensive art form, reflected in the fact that 54.5% of total expenses—over $668
million in all—goes to payroll allocated to administrative (21.3% of total expenses), artistic (18.5%), and production (14.7%) activities. These
figures include wages, payroll taxes, health insurance, unemployment insurance, welfare and retirement programs, and vacation pay. This
figure rises to 57.1% of total expenses—$700 million—if we also add in payment to authors in the form of royalties. We note that artistic and
production payroll include wages for both salaried and contracted personnel, while administrative payroll includes only salaried personnel. We
also note that the administrative category includes personnel in the areas of general management, finance, development, marketing, education,
IT/web, and front-of-house.
Profiled Theatres added more than $1.2 billion to the U.S. economy in 2016 in direct payments for goods and services. Direct production
expenses—artistic and production payroll, royalties, general artistic expenses (artist housing and travel, designer expenses, etc.), and
production materials (including production management expenses)—amounted to $568 million, or 46.4% of all expenses. Occupancy/
building/equipment maintenance (not including depreciation) and other administrative costs, such as audit fees, IT, and office supplies, totaled
$161 million and comprised 13.1% of total expenses. CUNA for the 182 Profiled Theatres was an aggregate $38.7 million, or the equivalent of
3.2% of total expenses. On average, theatres in every group except Group 1 ended the year in the black.
Theatres added to their unrestricted net assets, which increase with positive CUNA and audit adjustments that restate or adjust up numbers
reported in prior years. The collective balance of unrestricted net assets for Profiled Theatres was $1.01 billion at the beginning of the fiscal
year and nearly $1.05 billion at the end of the year (not shown in tables).
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FIGURE G: BREAKDOWN OF EXPENSES

Collectively, the 182 Profiled Theatres:
x Were comprised of slightly more theatres that own their
performance space and slightly more theatres that rent their
office space. Thirty-nine percent rent both their theatre and office
space, 38% own their theatre and office space, and 12% operate in
donated theatre and office space. The remaining 6% operate in some
combination of rented, donated, or owned spaces, although no theatre
reported that it owned its theatre space but operated in donated office
space or vice-versa.
x Recognized $57.2 million in depreciation, the annual decrease in the
book value of property and equipment. The depreciated value of fixed
assets was $1.2 billion.
x Paid just over $31.5 million for 1,369 properties for an average of
$23,013 in royalties per property.
x Engaged administrative independent contractors or consultants
whose fees accounted for 8% of development expenses, 6% of
marketing/front-of-house/education expenses, and 16% of general
management expenses. Another 7% of general management expenses
went to web services and IT consultants.

As detailed in Table 14, the 182 Profiled Theatres also:
x Disbursed 21 cents to generate every dollar of single ticket
income and 11 cents to generate every dollar of subscription
income, including only non-personnel expenses. It is not surprising

that it cost considerably less to market to subscribers, 73% of whom
renewed from the prior year (see Table 17).
x Spent 29 cents in total marketing expense, including marketing
personnel salaries and benefits, to bring in every dollar of ticket
income.
x Paid 4 cents to generate each dollar of unrestricted contributed
income, excluding fundraising event expenses and income and
considering only non-personnel expenses. Adding in development
personnel compensation as well as fundraising event expenses and
income, that figure rises to 14 cents per dollar of unrestricted
contributions raised. If we compare the entirety of development costs
with all funds raised—including unrestricted and restricted
contributions—that figure becomes 10 cents on the dollar.
x Expended 34 cents on non-personnel expenses per dollar generated
from fundraising events.
x Made an outlay of 83 cents for every dollar of education/outreach
income, including income earned from education and outreach
activities as well as contributions to education and outreach programs.
This figure includes education/outreach personnel compensation but
not expenses associated with development activities that bring in
contributions for education/outreach activities. Of the 83 cents, 25
cents went to expenses such as study guides and transportation costs,
while 58 cents went to education/outreach personnel compensation.

TABLE 14: PROFILED THEATRES ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE INDEX (182 theatres)
Ź Single ticket marketing expense (excluding personnel expense) to single ticket income (including single ticket income from in-residence
productions, booked-in events, and toured performances): 21%
Ź Subscription marketing expense to subscription income (excluding personnel expense): 11%
Ź Total marketing expense to total ticket sales (including personnel expense): 29%
Ź Development expense (excluding personnel expense and fundraising event expense) to total unrestricted contributed income (excluding
fundraising event income): 4%
Ź Fundraising event expense (excluding personnel expense) to fundraising event income (including cash and in-kind): 33%
Ź Total development expense to total unrestricted contributed income (including fundraising event expense and personnel expense): 14%
Ź Total development expense (including fundraising event expense and personnel expense) to total contributed income (including unrestricted,
temporarily restricted, and permanently restricted contributed income): 10%
Ź Education/outreach expense to total education/outreach income (excluding personnel expense, including earned and contributed income): 25%
Ź Total education/outreach expense to total education/outreach income (including personnel expense and earned and contributed income): 83%
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We share observations in this Budget Group Snapshot related to average earned income dollar figures for all Profiled Theatres and for each
budget group. Table 15 shows average dollar figures for each earned income source, and Table 16 reports each line item as a percentage of
total expenses. These two general observations emerge from the tables: (1) larger theatres support a higher level of expenses with earned
income overall and ticket income in particular and (2) smaller theatres relied far less on subscription income to support expenses.

Observations for the 182 Profiled Theatres:
x At least one theatre in every group except Group 4 reported no
subscription income. The three smallest budget groups—Groups 1,
2, and 3—supported less expenses with subscription income than
the larger budget groups (see Table 16). At least one theatre from
Groups 1 and 3 reported no single ticket income.
x On average, all groups covered more expenses with single ticket
income than any other source of earned income, and, for all but
Group 2 Theatres, single ticket income was the largest source of total
income (earned and contributed).
x No Group 1 Theatre earned income from booked-in events. While
one theatre earned roughly one-third of all booked-in event income
for theatres in Groups 3, 4, 5, and 6, 71% of Group 2’s income in this
area was earned by one organization.
x At least one theatre from Groups 1 and 3 reported no ticket income.
The Group 1 Theatre generated its earned income primarily from
education/outreach activity, while the three Group 3 Theatres earned income
through rentals, investment income, royalty revenues, and “other” activity.
x For every budget group, at least 40% of all presenter fees & contract
income was earned by one theatre. In Groups 4 and 6, one theatre
earned 93% and 85% of this income, respectively. The Group 6
outlier’s presenter fees and contracts was 64% of the total for all

x

x

x
x

Profiled Theatres (see Table 15). Eliminating this theatre from the
analyses would leave the average for all theatres at $33,970, or 0.5%
of total expenses, and the Group 6 average at $53,367.
Group 3 and 5 Theatres covered a larger percentage of expenses with
income from education/outreach programs (see Table 16). One Group 1
Theatre earned 55% of that group’s total.
For every budget group except Group 2, one theatre earned at least 50% of
the group’s royalty income. One theatre in Group 4 and one in Group 5
earned 81% of all royalty income for their budget group. One theatre earned
55% of royalty income for Group 6 Theatres and 51% of overall Profiled
Theatre royalty income. Eliminating this theatre would leave the average for
all theatres at $13,933 and the Group 6 average at $61,716.
Group 5 Theatres covered more expenses with concessions income than
other groups (see Table 16).
Group 6 Theatres covered a higher percentage of expenses with
production income (i.e., co-production and enhancement income)
than other groups (see Table 16), and income in this area was reported
by two-thirds of Group 6 Theatres, a far greater proportion than that of
other groups. One Group 4 Theatre earned 72% of that group’s
production income. No Group 1 Theatre reported production income.

TABLE 15: AVERAGE EARNED INCOME
Number of Theatres
Subscription Income
Single Ticket Income
Booked-In Events**
Total Ticket Income
Presenter Fees & Contracts**
Education/Outreach Programs**
Royalties**
Concessions
Production Income (co-production & enhancement
income)**
Advertising
Rentals
Other
Total Other Earned Income
Interest and Dividends**
Endowment Earnings/Transfers**
Capital Gains/(Losses)**
Total Investment Income
Total Earned Income

$

$

All Theatres

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

182

37

34

21

58

20

12

926,700 $ 2,879,711 $
5,178,710
1,555,006
43,576
155,711
2,525,282 $ 8,214,132 $
94,343
349,815
626,662
231,505
28,492
132,038
324,147
112,426

1,085,931 $ 559,886 $
1,385,194
786,417
24,437
36,896
2,495,561 $ 1,383,199 $
67,037
30,813
297,065
150,609
5,577
1,425
151,707
65,420

119,260

504,467

65,274

$

19,033
134,613
211,179
950,851 $
12,807
188,164
(104,329)
96,641 $

38,194
506,646
758,971
3,240,940 $
31,204
521,174
(495,432)
56,946 $

19,016
86,421
182,073
874,170 $
19,441
337,684
(56,801)
300,323 $

$

3,572,775 $ 11,512,019 $

$

**Skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
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17,737
19,469
52,925
97,687
436,086 $
15,947
76,746
28,881
121,575 $

3,670,054 $ 1,940,860 $

207,252 $ 62,433 $
409,777 156,471
6,574
9,128
623,603 $ 228,032 $
17,851
12,575
90,457
15,337
1,326
83
28,331
12,727
6,724

2,915

13,015
10,411
23,027
17,541
33,138
8,168
213,868 $ 79,758 $
2,976
242
31,253
2,839
3,993
22,020
38,221 $ 25,101 $

13,471
74,249
–
87,719
1,176
10,926
168
3,210
–
2,693
1,465
2,118
21,756
247
–
(351)
(103)

875,692 $ 332,890 $ 109,371

Additional observations for the 182 Profiled Theatres:
x Group 2 and 6 Theatres covered proportionally more expenses than
other groups with income from rentals (and sale) of costumes, lights,
theatre space, etc. (see Table 16).

For Group 1, 5, and 6 Theatres, one theatre accounted for a minimum of
70% of the group’s capital losses. Average capital gains were distorted
by one theatre in Groups 2, 3, and 4. The Group 6 Theatre with capital
losses in excess of $12 million made up 68% of capital gains/losses for
all Profiled Theatres. Eliminating this theatre from the analyses would
still leave the remaining Profiled Theatres with average capital losses
rather than capital gains, but at a less severe average of -$33,852, and an
average of -$151,951 for remaining Group 6 Theatres. It is important to
note that gains and losses related to endowment funds are reported as
part of endowment earnings and not included here.

x Group 1, 2, and 4 Theatres had single outliers that skewed interest and
dividends for the group.
x No Group 1 Theatre reported endowment earnings. One Group 2
Theatre earned 92% of that group’s endowment earnings.
x Many theatres in all groups reported no capital gains or losses,
while every Budget Group had an outlier that skewed the average.

TABLE 16: AVERAGE EARNED INCOME AS A PERCENTAGE OF EXPENSES
Number of Theatres

All Theatres

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

182

37

34

21

58

20

12

Subscription Income

13.8%

13.9%

15.4%

13.8%

10.7%

8.0%

4.5%

Single Ticket Income

23.1%

24.9%

19.6%

19.4%

21.1%

20.0%

24.7%

Booked-In Events**
Total Ticket Income

0.6%

0.7%

0.3%

0.9%

0.3%

1.2%

–

37.5%

39.5%

35.4%

34.1%

32.1%

29.1%

29.2%

Presenter Fees & Contracts**

1.4%

1.7%

1.0%

0.8%

0.9%

1.6%

0.4%

Education/Outreach Programs**

3.4%

3.0%

4.2%

3.7%

4.7%

2.0%

3.6%

Royalties**

0.4%

0.6%

0.1%

0.0%

0.1%

0.0%

0.1%

Concessions
Production Income (co-production & enhancement
income)**
Advertising

1.7%

1.6%

2.2%

1.6%

1.5%

1.6%

1.1%

1.8%

2.4%

0.9%

0.4%

0.3%

0.4%

–

0.3%

0.2%

0.3%

0.5%

0.7%

1.3%

0.9%

Rentals

2.0%

2.4%

1.2%

1.3%

1.2%

2.2%

0.5%

Other

3.1%

3.7%

2.6%

2.4%

1.7%

1.0%

0.7%

14.1%

15.6%

12.4%

10.8%

11.0%

10.2%

7.2%

0.2%

0.2%

0.3%

0.4%

0.2%

0.0%

0.1%

Total Other Earned Income
Interest and Dividends**
Endowment Earnings/Transfers**
Capital Gains/(Losses) **
Total Investment Income
Total Earned Income

2.8%

2.5%

4.8%

1.9%

1.6%

0.4%

–

-1.5%

-2.4%

-0.8%

0.7%

0.2%

2.8%

-0.1%

1.4%

0.3%

4.3%

3.0%

2.0%

3.2%

0.0%

53.1%

55.4%

52.0%

47.9%

45.1%

42.5%

36.4%

**Skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.

This section reports on performance, marketing, and employment figures for the Profiled Theatres in the observations below and in Table 17,
which reports on averages per Budget Group and overall averages. Not every theatre offers a subscription package, nor does every theatre have
main series productions, so averages reported in this section are based on solely those theatres that provided information related to each item.

The 182 Profiled Theatres, as detailed in Table 17:
x Together held over 38,100 main series performances of 1,464
main series productions (not shown in the table) for an average of
26 performances per production. The average number of main series
performances and productions tended to increase with budget size.
x Averaged 520 weeks of actor employment, which increase on
average with budget size, as do the number of total performance
weeks. Theatres were lit 32 weeks of the year, on average, and they
collectively offered 5,759 weeks of performances around the country.

x Averaged 67,026 attendees at resident performances, rising to
75,778 in total attendance when we include those who attended
performances on tour.
x Had an average of 72.1% of their available in-residence seats
utilized in total, with 61.6% filled by paying customers. Group 1
and 2 Theatres tended to play to smaller percentages of their house
capacity overall.
x Sold 23.5% of in-residence seats to subscribers, on average. The
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percentage of in-residence seats sold to subscribers was lowest for
Group 1 Theatres and highest for Group 4 Theatres.

and 3 reported higher average subscription prices than single ticket
prices. Group 6 Theatres gave subscribers the heaviest discounts and
the broadest range of discounts.
x Averaged 241 full-time, part-time, and jobbed-in employees during
the year. The total number of people employed across all Profiled
Theatres was 43,775 (not shown in tables). Employee turnover
averaged 10%, with Group 1 reporting the lowest average turnover at
3% and Group 4 the highest at 14%.

x Sold on average 40,506 single tickets and 24,183 subscription
tickets. The subscriber renewal rate average was 73%. Similar to the
finding above related to in-residence capacity sold to subscribers,
Group 4 Theatres experienced the highest subscriber retention and
Groups 1 the lowest.
x Offered an average ticket price for subscribers that was only 51
cents lower than that offered to single ticket buyers. Groups 1, 2,

TABLE 17: INDUSTRY AVERAGES
Number of Theatres
Number of Main Series Performances
Number of Main Series Productions
Number of Performance Weeks (all offerings)
Number of Actor Employment Weeks (sum of # weeks each
actor employed)

All Theatres

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

182

37

34

21

58

20

12

209
8
32

381
10
41

272
11
35

194
8
30

136
7
29

100
6
26

67
5
21

520

1,010

577

453

361

220

133

Main Series Attendance

56,842

151,033

64,858

43,349

24,047

10,000

3,892

Total In-Residence Attendance

67,026

180,190

77,069

46,144

28,706

11,221

4,418

Total Attendance (including touring)

75,778

192,488

90,595

63,544

33,656

12,273

4,788

Total In-Residence Capacity Utilization (%)
Total In-Residence Paid Capacity Utilization (%)

72.1%
61.6%

77.4%
67.3%

71.7%
61.8%

72.2%
64.5%

72.2%
61.4%

66.7%
54.5%

65.4%
50.9%

Total In-Residence Seating Capacity Sold to Subscribers (%)

23.5%

26.4%

26.8%

30.0%

21.3%

14.4%

12.6%

Number of Subscription Tickets Sold
Number of Single Tickets Sold

24,183
40,506

59,061
104,743

28,631
43,844

18,894
27,155

8,813
19,710

3,449
7,567

810
3,482

4,605
73%

11,189
74%

5,807
71%

3,075
78%

1,711
71%

618
75%

201
68%

Number of Subscribers
Subscription Renewal Rate (%)
Number of Subscription Packages Offered
Highest Subscription Discount (%)
Lowest Subscription Discount (%)
Subscription Ticket Price
Single Ticket Price
Number of Paid Staff (full-time and part-time personnel)
Paid Staff Turnover (# vacated positions/total # paid fulltime and part-time personnel) (%)
Total Number of Paid Employees (includes full-time, parttime, and jobbed-in personnel)

$
$

6

8

5

5

7

4

2

39%
12%

44%
8%

42%
14%

39%
11%

37%
13%

33%
16%

34%
15%

35.95 $
36.46 $

49.19 $
52.90 $

38.80 $
41.28 $

35.46 $
39.14 $

29.10 $
28.83 $

28.27 $
24.99 $

23.99
20.18

59

150

74

39

25

14

7

10%

11%

11%

14%

9%

12%

3%

241

544

278

166

142

88

58

Average contributions for all Profiled Theatres can be found in Table 18, both overall and for each budget group. Table 19 presents
contributions and total income as a percentage of expenses. These two general observations emerge from the tables: (1) smaller theatres
supported a higher level of expenses with contributed income overall and foundation support in particular, as shown in Table 19 and (2) larger
theatres relied more on contributions from trustees and other individuals to support expenses, as illustrated in Table 19.

Observations for the 182 Profiled Theatres:
x Average federal funding supported 0.4% of expenses (see Table 19)
and accounted for just under 1% of total contributed income. Group 1
Theatres reported the highest percentage of federal funding supporting
expenses at 1.4%, with one theatre accounting for 60% of the group’s
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total federal income. Eighty-three theatres reported income from 88
grants totaling $2.6 million in new National Endowment for the Arts
(NEA) funding, with 78% of the 88 grants in the category of Art
Works: Theater & Musical Theater; the next highest category is the

Shakespeare for a New Generation program with 14%. No theatres
reported funding from National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH).
Two theatres reported Our Town grants, at $10,000 and $38,050.
Numerous theatres reported federal funding from sources other than
the NEA or NEH, such as the U.S. Department of Education; Federal
Work-Study; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; U.S.
Embassy; Canada Council; and National Capital Arts and Cultural
Affairs program of the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts, which funds
organizations in Washington, DC. Twenty-one percent of federal
funding was earmarked for education program support.
x Nearly half of state funding came from state arts agencies, 35% was
from other state and regional arts agencies, and 18% was NARTR.
State support earmarked for a capital campaign represented 16% of
total state funding, 5% went toward education, and less than 1%
supported touring. Group 6 Theatres received proportionally less
funding from state agencies relative to their total budget and
Group 1 Theatres proportionally more (see Table 19). One Group
4 Theatre’s state funding was 55% of the group’s total, and it was not
reportedly tied to capital campaign support.
x Generally speaking, the smaller the theatre, the higher the level of
total expenses covered by local funding. Cities provided 42% of all
local funding, counties another 38%, and NARTR accounted for 20%.
Only 1% of local funding supported a capital campaign, whereas 4%
supported education programs.
x One Group 1 Theatre skewed that group’s corporate support, with
$50,000 in corporate contributions that made up 52% of the group’s
total. Every Group 6 Theatre reported corporate support, while at least
one theatre in other groups reported none. Corporate contributions
supported a slightly higher average level of expenses for Group 2
Theatres than was the case for other groups (see Table 19).
x Smaller theatres tended to sustain more expenses with foundation
support than other groups (see Table 19). For the average Group
2 Theatre, foundations were the greatest source of income. Every
Profiled Theatre reported foundation funding. Of foundation support,
23% was earmarked for capital campaigns. Were capital campaign

contributions excluded from the analyses, the overall foundation
support average would drop to $578,587.
x Trustee giving played a more significant role in financing expenses
for Group 5 and 6 Theatres than for other groups (see Table 19). It is
important to note that 44% of total trustee contributions supported
a capital campaign. Excluding capital campaign support, the trustee
giving average would have been $323,479.
x Support from other individuals (non-trustees) played a less
significant role in financing expenses of Group 1 Theatres than for
other groups, which makes sense as these theatres also had fewer
relational customers in the form of subscribers (see Table 19). Of
total other individual giving, 19% went towards a capital campaign.
Were we to exclude capital campaign support, the other individual
average would have been $703,638.
x No Group 1, 2, or 4 Theatre reported United Arts Funds. One
theatre in each of Groups 3, 5, and 6 reported more than half its
group’s total.
x Corporations provided 45% of total in-kind donations and sheltering
organizations another 28%. On average, 6% of in-kind donations
were related to fundraising events. One Group 1 Theatre accounted
for 51% of its group’s total.
x Sheltering organizations such as a university, museum, or performing
arts center supplied 78% of contributions from other sources. One
Group 4 Theatre with a sheltering organization accounted for 93% of
that group’s other contributions. One Group 2 Theatre was responsible
for nearly all of that group’s other contributions, and one Group 1
Theatre reported 88% of the total for its group.
x Larger theatres tended to support a lower level of total expenses with
total contributed income (see Table 19). Without capital campaign
contributions, the overall average of contributed income would have
been $2.7 million rather than $3.4 million.
x All but Group 1 Theatres finished the year with average total income
in excess of average total expenses (see Tables 18 and 19).

TABLE 18: AVERAGE CONTRIBUTED INCOME AND TOTAL INCOME
All Theatres

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

182

37

34

21

58

20

12

State**

29,098 $
107,302

81,175 $
226,720

27,887 $
177,500

16,872 $
122,623

City/County

105,501

282,135

109,270

Corporations**

228,302

744,796

216,092

Foundations

749,370

1,940,848

Trustees

578,534

1,929,355

Other Individuals**

872,254

Fundraising Events/Guilds

Number of Theatres
Federal**

$

United Arts Funds

14,654 $
34,372

4,500 $
18,695

4,167
13,566

79,078

48,565

18,484

16,653

83,402

71,793

31,712

8,068

919,229

437,235

338,718

181,668

71,602

627,260

254,725

109,574

32,842

18,242

2,795,919

829,181

547,762

226,991

107,257

24,621

363,395

1,043,142

418,927

203,683

137,418

43,761

14,606

16,161

70,372

7,720

–

1,295

–

–

In-Kind Services/Material/Facilities**

150,553

356,393

215,523

165,926

51,440

17,945

4,962

Other Sources**

171,850

282,332

234,390

228,805

125,473

37,399

2,567

Total Contributed

$

3,372,321 $

9,753,186 $

3,782,977 $

2,140,111 $

1,160,294 $

494,262 $

179,053

Total Income

$

6,945,096 $ 21,265,205 $

7,453,032 $

4,080,972 $

2,035,986 $

827,152 $

288,424

**Skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
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TABLE 19: AVERAGE CONTRIBUTED INCOME AND TOTAL INCOME AS A PERCENTAGE OF EXPENSES
All Theatres

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

182

37

34

21

58

20

12

Number of Theatres
Federal**

0.4%

0.4%

0.4%

State**

1.6%

1.1%

2.5%

3.0%

1.8%

2.4%

4.5%

City/County

1.6%

1.4%

1.5%

2.0%

2.5%

2.4%

5.5%

3.4%

3.6%

3.1%

2.1%

3.7%

4.0%

2.7%

11.1%

9.3%

13.0%

10.8%

17.5%

23.2%

23.8%

Corporations**
Foundations
Trustees

0.4%

0.8%

0.6%

1.4%

8.6%

9.3%

8.9%

6.3%

5.6%

4.2%

6.1%

13.0%

13.5%

11.8%

13.5%

11.7%

13.7%

8.2%

Fundraising Events/Guilds

5.4%

5.0%

5.9%

5.0%

7.1%

5.6%

4.9%

United Arts Funds

0.2%

0.3%

0.1%

–

0.1%

–

–

In-Kind Services/Materials/Facilities**

2.2%

1.7%

3.1%

4.1%

2.7%

2.3%

1.7%

Other Sources**

2.6%

1.4%

3.3%

5.6%

6.5%

4.8%

0.9%

Other Individuals

Total Contributed Income
Total Income

50.1%

47.0%

53.6%

52.8%

59.8%

63.1%

59.6%

103.2%

102.4%

105.7%

100.7%

104.9%

105.6%

96.0%

**Skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.



EXPENSES AND CHANGE IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS (CUNA)
In Table 20, we present average expense figures for Profiled Theatres overall and for each budget group; all administrative payroll costs are
captured in the second line, and the non-payroll expenses are broken out by administrative area. Table 21 provides detail on both payroll and
non-payroll expenses for key administrative departments. Table 22 shows each expense line item relative to total expenses. We note insights
that emerge from the tables. While expenses category averages themselves were not distorted by anomalies, the result of the joint
management of unrestricted income and expenses, or CUNA, was skewed by outliers for Group 2, 4, and 6 Theatres.

TABLE 20: AVERAGE EXPENSES AND CUNA
All Theatres
Number of Theatres
Artistic Payroll

182
$

Administrative Payroll
Production/Tech Payroll
Total Payroll

$

Group 6

Group 5

37

34

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

21

58

20

12

892,105 $

468,123 $ 211,866 $ 111,725

1,244,087 $

3,512,733 $ 1,323,219 $

1,437,169

4,356,272

1,595,610

808,254

436,554

165,713

43,686

989,894

3,272,539

1,023,877

555,840

194,602

55,161

16,840

3,671,150 $ 11,141,544 $ 3,942,705 $ 2,256,199 $ 1,099,279 $ 432,741 $ 172,251

General Artistic Non-Payroll

258,680

Royalties

173,101

526,908

186,280

120,455

47,072

16,860

6,529

Production/Tech Non-Payroll (physical production)

458,374

1,618,926

364,364

201,575

98,579

49,141

16,825

Development/Fundraising Non-Payroll

231,371

679,505

253,748

151,222

75,993

32,109

9,578

Marketing/Front-of-House/Education Non-Payroll

742,443

2,328,016

770,360

409,159

210,738

79,465

32,617

Occupancy/Building/Equipment/Maintenance

609,711

1,914,348

594,130

393,995

165,013

85,369

31,997

Depreciation

314,236

1,024,563

316,759

177,121

71,001

31,579

3,589

General Management/Operations Non-Payroll

273,540

760,639

338,508

161,066

99,630

37,401

18,537

Total Expenses

$

Change in Unrestricted Net Assets (CUNA)**

$

776,535

287,334

183,676

73,095

18,936

8,604

6,732,606 $ 20,770,985 $ 7,054,189 $ 4,054,468 $ 1,940,402 $ 783,600 $ 300,527
212,490 $

494,220 $

**Skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
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398,843 $

26,504 $

95,584 $

43,553 $ (12,103)

TABLE 21: SELECTED AVERAGE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES: PERSONNEL AND NON-PERSONNEL
All Theatres

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

182

37

34

21

58

20

12

243,867 $

727,785 $

279,727 $

141,120 $

Number of Theatres
Development/Fundraising Payroll

$

Development Non-Payroll Expenses
Total Development Expenses
Marketing/P.R. Payroll

1,434

231,371

679,505

253,748

151,222

75,993

32,109

9,578

1,407,290

533,475

292,342

150,922

63,024

11,012

$

Total Marketing/P.R. Expenses

30,915 $

475,237

245,064 $

140,191 $

514,188

227,808 $

1,680,295

483,687

285,231

133,875

49,338

18,716

741,996

2,380,771

728,750

425,422

199,329

70,750

22,272

261,695 $

136,875 $

Marketing/P.R. Non-Payroll Expenses
Front-of-House Payroll

74,929 $

$

700,476 $

237,043 $

751,129 $

65,454 $

57,754 $

21,412 $

10,345 $

3,556

1,778

Front-of-House Non-Payroll Expenses

141,440

408,133

172,256

88,520

42,248

19,341

7,361

Total Front-of-House Expenses

378,483

1,159,262

433,951

225,395

100,002

29,686

9,139

108,275 $

Education/Outreach Programs Payroll

$

196,754 $

572,118 $

226,532 $

86,815

239,588

114,418

35,408

34,616

10,785

6,540

283,569

811,706

340,949

143,683

111,382

18,921

10,687

Education/Outreach Non-Payroll Expenses
Total Education/Outreach Expenses

76,766 $

8,135 $

4,147

For the 182 Profiled Theatres, as detailed in Table 21:
Adding together personnel and non-personnel program costs allocated to the various administrative departments reveals that Profiled Theatres spent an
average of $475,237 on development, $741,996 on marketing, $378,483 on front-of-house (including box office, house management, and concessions),
and $283,569 on education/outreach programs. At least one theatre in every group reported no front-of-house salaries. It was not uncommon for
theatres in Groups 1, 2, and 3 to report non-personnel marketing expenses but no marketing payroll. Some theatres in all but Groups 5 and 6 reported
non-personnel development expenses but no development payroll. It is likely that job functions are performed in these cases either by other staff, an
outside consultant, or volunteers. Theatres tended to allocate more of their marketing spending to non-personnel expenses than to marketing staff,
regardless of budget size, and staff compensation constituted the majority of education/outreach expenses and front-of-house expenses for all
but Group 1 and 2 Theatres. Staff compensation was the larger allocation of total development expenses for Group 5 and 6 Theatres.

TABLE 22: AVERAGE EXPENSES AND CUNA AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENSES
Number of Theatres

All Theatres

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

182

37

34

21

58

20

12

Artistic Payroll

18.5%

16.9%

18.8%

22.0%

24.1%

27.0%

37.2%

Administrative Payroll

21.3%

21.0%

22.6%

19.9%

22.5%

21.1%

14.5%

Production/Tech Payroll

14.7%

15.8%

14.5%

13.7%

10.0%

7.0%

5.6%

54.5%

53.6%

55.9%

55.6%

56.7%

55.2%

57.3%

General Artistic Non-Payroll

3.8%

3.7%

4.1%

4.5%

3.8%

2.4%

2.9%

Royalties

2.6%

2.5%

2.6%

3.0%

2.4%

2.2%

2.2%

Production/Tech Non-Payroll (physical production)

6.8%

7.8%

5.2%

5.0%

5.1%

6.3%

5.6%

Development/Fundraising Non-Payroll

3.4%

3.3%

3.6%

3.7%

3.9%

4.1%

3.2%

Total Payroll

Marketing/Front-of-House/Education Non-Payroll

11.0%

11.2%

10.9%

10.1%

10.9%

10.1%

10.9%

Occupancy/Building/Equipment/Maintenance

9.1%

9.2%

8.4%

9.7%

8.5%

10.9%

10.6%

Depreciation

4.7%

4.9%

4.5%

4.4%

3.7%

4.0%

1.2%

General Management/Operations Non-Payroll

4.1%

3.7%

4.8%

4.0%

5.1%

4.8%

6.2%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

3.2%

2.4%

5.7%

0.7%

4.9%

5.6%

-4.0%

Total Expenses
Change in Unrestricted Net Assets (CUNA)**
**Skewed by 1 or 2 theatres’ exceptional activity.
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For the 182 Profiled Theatres, as detailed in Table 22:
x Theatres of every size spent more than half of their resources on
payroll. The larger the theatre, the larger the share of budget spent on
production payroll. The smaller the theatre, the larger the proportion
of budget spent on artistic payroll.

so does the likelihood that the organization owns its facilities. This
explains why Group 1 Theatres recognized lower depreciation
expense. Group 5 Theatres had the highest percentage of facility
ownership relative to other groups.

x Administrative payroll, which includes salaries for staff in the areas
of general management, finance, development, marketing, education,
IT/web, and front-of-house, was the largest budget line item for
Group 5 and 6 Theatres, while Group 1, 2, 3, and 4 Theatres allocated
more resources to artistic payroll than any other area. An average of
8% of Group 1 Theatres’ paid workforce members were in
administrative roles, whereas 76% were paid artists and 16%
production personnel (not shown in table). The balance of these
percentages slowly shifts with budget size (not shown in table). To
contrast, Group 6 Theatres averaged 23% of the paid workforce in
administrative roles, 42% artistic, and 35% production.

x Group 1 Theatres spent a greater share of their budgets on general
management/operations non-payroll expenses, while Group 2
Theatres spent more proportionally than other groups on
development non-payroll expenses. It should be noted that while
the development, marketing/front-of-house/education, and general
management/operations non-payroll expense line items do not include
payment to staff, they do include payment to independent contractors.

x Group 4 Theatres spent slightly more proportionally than other
groups on non-personnel general artistic expenses such as artist
housing, travel, and per diems; designer expenses; and stage
management and company management expenses. This same group
tended to have higher royalty expenses than other groups.
x Group 2 and 6 Theatres spent a much greater share of their budgets
on physical production.
x Smaller-budget theatres spent more of total budget than other groups
on occupancy expenses related to facilities. As theatre size increases,

x Of all Profiled Theatres, 55% had CUNA that was either breakeven or positive, whereas 45% ended the year with negative
CUNA. Group 1 and 2 Theatres each had CUNA that was skewed by
one theatre, and Group 6 had outlier theatres at both a negative and
positive extreme. Without these theatres in the analyses, average
CUNA for Group 1 would still be negative but only by $302, or
basically break-even; Group 2’s average CUNA would switch from
positive territory to -$7,864, equivalent to -1% of expenses; and
average Group 6 CUNA would be a more modest $88,460,
corresponding to less than 1% of expenses. Despite the difference that
these outliers make on averages for their budget group, their impact on
the average CUNA for all Profiled Theatres is fairly moderate. Without
them, overall CUNA would be $126,992, or 1.9% of total expenses.

The Balance Sheet represents a longer-term view of a theatre’s stability and fiscal health, whereas CUNA serves as an important indicator of
activity for a given year only. The Balance Sheet reveals the bigger picture of a theatre’s capital structure that has been added to, subtracted
from, or has simply changed in value over time. Not all theatres complete the Balance Sheet section of the survey because some theatres
operate as part of a sheltering organization and, therefore, do not keep a separate Balance Sheet. Of the 182 Profiled Theatres, 167 are included
in the Balance Sheet analyses. They collectively held $2.64 billion in total assets, $703 million of which was financed through liabilities and
$1.94 billion of which was in net assets, 54% of which was in unrestricted funds. Here again we use Cool Spring Analytics’ measures of fiscal
health with respect to investments, physical capital, and working capital.

The averages presented in Table 23 point to the following distribution of total net assets for Profiled Theatres: 64% of total net assets—unrestricted,
temporarily restricted, and permanently restricted—were fixed assets, 36% were long-term investments, and 15% were other net assets such as
building/plant funds, undesignated cash, and net assets not in a cash reserve or endowment. Negative working capital, examined in more detail in
Table 24, reduces the total net assets by 15%. The distribution of net assets varies depending on theatre size, with Group 2 and 4 Theatres having
a greater proportion of fixed assets. Group 1 and 3 Theatres averaged positive working capital, which made up 54% and 0.1%, respectively, of
their total net assets.
Profiled Theatres held a collective $1.2 billion in fixed assets, reflecting value that had depreciated by 35% over time. Assets were depreciated by
three-quarters for Group 1 Theatres and by roughly one-third for other groups.
As budget size increases, so does the proportion of total net assets held in investments. Of the 167 Theatres, 92 held endowments ranging from
$2,500 to $65 million. Among theatres with an endowment, the average value was $7 million. No Group 1 Theatre reported having endowment funds.
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Twenty theatres reported endowment values that exceeded their total annual expenses. Nine theatres were beneficiaries of endowments ranging in
value from $33,000 to $22 million that are held by other entities (e.g., by a community foundation) and are not reflected on their Balance Sheet or in
the tables below.
The investment ratio, shown in Table 23, is best examined over time. Investments were reported by 57% of the 167 theatres and include cash
reserves and endowments that generate growth in value and interest income that theatres can either reinvest or use for operations, thereby relieving
the pressure on other income sources, making it easier to weather hard economic times and providing risk capital to seize opportunities. Group 5
Theatres’ aggregate investments were the equivalent of 79% of their combined total expenses (see Table 23), the highest for all of the groups. As we
see in Table 24, no Group 1 or Group 2 Theatre reported having unrestricted long-term investments.

TABLE 23: AVERAGE TOTAL NET ASSETS
Number of Theatres
Working Capital**

All Theatres

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

167

35

32

20

50

$ (1,731,095) $ (6,235,253) $ (1,390,521) $ (1,154,810) $

1,513 $

Group 2

Group 1

19

11

(197,821) $

37,897

Fixed Assets

7,463,296

23,726,391

7,964,007

3,312,530

1,646,394

648,723

18,412

Investments

4,150,700

13,451,298

5,503,275

1,012,873

488,139

83,892

762

1,727,666

4,633,741

2,552,735

Other Net Assets

257,166

12,805

Total Net Assets

$ 11,610,568 $ 35,576,177 $ 14,629,495 $

4,405,847 $

2,434,440 $

791,959 $

69,876

Total Expenses

$

4,022,100 $

1,925,883 $

774,725 $

311,646

6,929,734 $ 21,111,609 $

Investment Ratio

60%

6,983,602 $

64%

1,235,255

79%

298,393

25%

25%

11%

0%

**Skewed by 1 theatre’s exceptional activity.
On average, working capital was negative for Profiled Theatres, meaning that the average theatre is borrowing funds to meet day-to-day cash needs
and current obligations, either internally or from external sources (see Tables 23 and 24). Negative working capital was reported by 63% of
theatres: 55% of Group 1 Theatres, 58% of Group 2 and 3 Theatres, 70% of Group 4 Theatres, 69% of Group 5 Theatres, and 66% of Group 6
Theatres. The lowest working capital was -$101 million (an outlier over 5 times more negative than that of any other theatre), and the highest was
$11.8 million. Eliminating the large negative outlier in Group 6 would lessen the intensity of the working capital average for Group 6 Theatres to -$3.5
million and the average for all theatres to -$1.1 million. One Group 1 Theatre had twice the level of positive working capital as other theatres in the
group. Without this theatre, working capital would be -$2,497 for Group 1 Theatres, a shift from a positive to a negative average.
One way to contextualize working capital and organizational health is through the lens of the working capital ratio, which compares working capital
to total expenses and tells whether there is enough capital to handle cash flow shortages for a period of time. For example, a ratio of 25% translates
into 3 months of working capital. Of the 167 Profiled Theatres that completed the Balance Sheet portion of the survey, 17% of theatres reported a
working capital ratio of 25% or more; another 20% had positive working capital that was less than 25% of their expenses. As described
above, nearly two-thirds of 2016 Profiled Theatres (63%) reported negative working capital.
The overall working capital ratio for the Profiled Theatres was -25% (see Table 24). The most negative reported working capital ratio was a
magnitude of more than 3 times the size of the budget; 9 theatres had negative working capital greater than their annual budget size. On the other end
of the spectrum, two theatres had positive working capital greater than their annual budget size, one of which was a positive ratio with magnitude of
more than 3 times the size of the budget. Group 4 and 6 Theatres experienced relatively severe working capital shortages averaging -29% and -30%
of expenses, respectively, leaving them with little financial flexibility. Group 1 Theatres’ working capital ratio was 12%, although without the outlier
in that group the ratio would be -0.8%. If we were to eliminate the Group 6 Theatre discussed above with exceptional negative working capital, the
working capital ratio for remaining Group 6 Theatres as well as all Profiled Theatres would be -17%.

TABLE 24: AVERAGE WORKING CAPITAL
Number of Theatres
Total Unrestricted Net Assets
Fixed Assets
Unrestricted Long-Term
Investments
Working Capital**
Total Expenses

$

All Theatres

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

167

35

32

20

50

19

11

6,326,442 $ 19,647,773 $

6,949,502 $

2,670,668 $

1,677,198 $

450,902 $

56,309

7,463,296

23,726,391

7,964,007

3,312,530

1,646,394

648,723

18,412

594,241

2,156,636

376,016

512,948

29,290

–

–

$ (1,731,095) $ (6,235,253) $ (1,390,521) $ (1,154,810) $
$

6,929,734 $ 21,111,609 $

Working Capital Ratio**

-25%

6,983,602 $

-30%

-20%

**Skewed by 1 theatre’s exceptional activity.
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4,022,100 $
-29%

1,513 $

(197,821) $

37,897

1,925,883 $

774,725 $

311,646

0%

-26%

12%

There is mixed news in the findings presented in Theatre Facts 2016, much of it positive but not certainly not all. Over the 5-year period between
2012 and 2016, expense growth and earned income growth were virtually the same, while contributed revenue increased at a
substantially higher rate. Every expenditure category was higher in inflation-adjusted dollars over time. This was the experience of the majority
of Trend Theatres, 80% of which experienced budget growth that outpaced inflation over time. Much has been written about Baumol’s cost
disease, an economic theory that addresses the conundrum faced by sectors of the economy such as the performing arts that are heavily peopledependent but have low productivity growth. This theory offers an explanation of why theatres’ expense growth exceeds inflation: this is a laborintensive art form (more than half of all theatre expenses go to payroll) with little hope of gains in labor productivity to offset rising wages.
Should this trend continue, it may jeopardize the future financial health of the theatre field. It puts pressure on theatres to earn and raise funds at a
corresponding rate of growth exceeding inflation, all the while remaining accessible to their communities from a pricing perspective. It is true
that positive CUNA was the year-end experience for half or more of Trend Theatres in 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016, and every year except 2012
resulted in positive average Change in Unrestricted Net Assets (CUNA) for Trend Theatres. Still, nearly half of theatres struggle to bring in
enough income to cover expenses, and only 20 of the 131 Trend Theatres broke even or ran a surplus in every one of the past 5 years.
Theatres struggle with attendance declines. Overall, theatres cut back slightly over time on the number of resident performances offered, but
attendance at resident productions decreased to an even greater degree. Subscription income growth fell short of inflation, and the average
number of subscription tickets sold diminished in each of the 5 years. The number of single tickets sold was 2% lower in 2016 from a 5-year
high in 2012—though it was higher than in 2013 through 2015—while single ticket income growth barely surpassed inflation.
Revenue from sources such as presenter fees and contracts, education/outreach programs, rentals, and concessions contributed to a 10.7% rise in
earned income over time. Investment instrument income also played a role in keeping bottom lines in the black. However, capital gains and
losses show rather dramatic swings and are heavily influenced by the exceptional activity of 1 or 2 theatres. Endowment earnings and transfers
fluctuate with investment values, but they had a positive impact that balanced the years when capital losses were the average. In 2016, though, no
theatre with a budget under $1 million reported any long-term investments.
There is good news in the area of contributed income, which increased 22.3% above inflation over the period. Support from states,
corporations, foundations, other individuals, and fundraising events saw double-digit percentage increases, and average trustee giving
doubled. The growth in corporate support outpaced inflation even when not considering exceptional giving tied to a capital campaign. Growth
outpaced inflation for all but 3 sources of contributed funds: local government funding, United Arts Funding, and “other” sources (sheltering
organizations, service organizations, etc.).
There were more full-time and part-time employees over time as well as more fee-based or jobbed-in workers, and there was year-on-year
growth in artistic, administrative, and production/tech payroll. Capital campaigns have increased theatres’ long-term investments and fixed
assets, and theatres have grown their other net assets such as building and plant funds, undesignated cash, and net assets not in a reserve or
endowment. However, liquidity remains highly problematic. Negative working capital remains a critical cause for concern and a threat to the
future viability of many theatres in the field, especially the 53% of Trend Theatres that lacked sufficient unrestricted resources to meet day-to-day
needs in each of the past 5 years. Improvement in the working capital ratio, while an encouraging sign, is primarily due to accelerated expense
growth.
Every state is home to professional not-for-profit theatres, which make significant contributions to their communities artistically, educationally,
and economically. We estimate that theatres added more than $2.3 billion to the economy in the form of direct compensation and payment for
space, services, and materials. They provided employment to 146,000 artists, administrators, and technical personnel who shared the power of
live theatre with 31 million patrons. They created 235,000 performances of 25,000 productions that now represent the diverse and rich 2016
professional not-for-profit theatre legacy.

Theatre Facts 2016 is based on data collected and reviewed by Theatre Communications Group (TCG) through its annual Fiscal Survey. The
report reflects information on theatres’ fiscal years that ended anytime between October 31, 2015, and September 30, 2016. Figures reported by
the Profiled Theatres—the 182 TCG Member Theatres that participated in Fiscal Survey 2016—were verified against certified financial audits.
The adjustment for inflation in the discussion of Trend Theatres of 5% (17% for the 10-Year View) is based on compound annual average
changes in the Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers as reported by the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Throughout the report, shaded cells in the tables contain results skewed by outliers.
We base the Universe section extrapolation on weighted averages for TCG Member Theatres of similar budget sizes. TCG Member Theatres tend
to have higher total expenses than others, so weighting is necessary to provide realistic estimates of the activity, finances, and workforce
breakdown for the larger Universe. It is important to keep in mind that the figures reported in the Universe table are estimates, and that 1,668 of
the 1,850 theatres that make up the estimated Universe did not directly provide data to TCG through the Fiscal Survey. To check the accuracy of
the estimates, we compared total expenses reported by these theatres (the one item reported by all theatres) with a total expense figure predicted
using our extrapolations. The two came within 1% of each other, suggesting that the extrapolated figures, while imperfect, are reasonably
accurate estimates.
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The following 182 theatres participated in TCG Fiscal Survey 2016. The theatres are presented below by state; each theatre’s budget group is noted in
parentheses. Trend Theatres are bolded. 10-Year Trend Theatres are bolded and in italics.
ALABAMA
Alabama Shakespeare Festival (5)

ALASKA
Perseverance Theatre (3)

ARIZONA
Arizona Theatre Company (5), Childsplay (4), Phoenix
Theatre (5)

ARKANSAS
Arkansas Repertory Theatre (4), TheatreSquared (3)

CALIFORNIA
American Conservatory Theater (6), Berkeley
Repertory Theatre (6), California Repertory Company
(3), California Shakespeare Theater (5), Center Theatre
Group (6), The Chance Theater (2), City Lights Theater
Company (2), Cornerstone Theater Company (3),
Geffen Playhouse (6), Golden Thread Productions (1),
La Jolla Playhouse (6), Marin Theatre Company (4),
The New Conservatory Theatre Center (3), A Noise
Within (3), North Coast Repertory Theatre (3), The
Old Globe (6), PCPA – Pacific Conservatory Theatre
(4), San Diego Repertory Theatre (4), San Francisco
Playhouse (4), South Coast Repertory (6),
TheatreWorks (5)

IDAHO

NORTH CAROLINA

Boise Contemporary Theater (2),
Idaho Shakespeare Festival (4)

Cape Fear Regional Theatre (3), Parkway Playhouse (1),
PlayMakers Repertory Company (3)

ILLINOIS

OHIO

16th Street Theater (1), About Face Theatre (2), Chicago
Shakespeare Theater (6), Court Theatre (4),
Lookingglass Theatre Company (5), Northlight
Theatre (4), Oil Lamp Theater (1), Silk Road Rising (2),
Steep Theatre Company (1), Steppenwolf Theatre
Company (6), Timeline Theatre Company (3), Victory
Gardens Theater (3), Writers Theatre (5)

Cleveland Play House (6), Cleveland Public Theatre
(3), Dobama Theatre (2), The Human Race Theatre
Company (3), Karamu House, Inc. (3)

INDIANA
Cardinal Stage Company (3), Indiana Repertory
Theatre (5),, Phoenix Theatre, Inc. (2)
Actors Theatre of Louisville (6)

MAINE
Penobscot Theatre (3), Portland Stage Company (3)

MARYLAND
Center Stage (5), Everyman Theatre (4), Imagination
Stage (5), Olney Theatre Center for the Arts (5), Round
House Theatre (4)

Arvada Center for the Arts & Humanities (6),
Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center at Colorado
College Theatre Company (3), Creede Repertory
Theatre (3), Curious Theatre Company (3), Denver
Center Theatre Company (6), THEATREWORKS Colorado (3)

American Repertory Theater (6), ArtsEmerson (5),
Barrington Stage Company (4), Huntington Theatre
Company (6), The Lyric Stage Company of Boston (3),
Merrimack Repertory Theatre (3), New Repertory
Theatre (3)

CONNECTICUT

Children’s Theatre Company (6), Commonweal
Theatre Company (2), Guthrie Theater (6), Penumbra
Theatre Company (3), Pillsbury House Theatre (3),
Stages Theatre Company (3), Ten Thousand Things
Theater Company (2)

MINNESOTA

MISSOURI

DELAWARE

Cape May Stage (2), Crossroads Theatre Company (1),
McCarter Theatre Center (6), Two River Theater (5)

FLORIDA
American Stage Theatre Company (3), Asolo
Repertory Theatre (6), Florida Repertory Theatre (4),
Florida Studio Theatre (5), Gulfshore Playhouse (3),
Maltz Jupiter Theatre (5), Palm Beach Dramaworks
(4), Westcoast Black Theatre Troupe (3)

GEORGIA
Alliance Theatre (6), Aurora Theatre (3),
Dad’s Garage (3)

Artists Repertory Theatre (4), Miracle Theatre Group
(2), Oregon Shakespeare Festival (6), Portland Center
Stage (5)
Act II Playhouse (2), Arden Theatre Company (5),
Bloomsburg Theatre Ensemble (3), Bristol Riverside
Theatre (3), City Theatre Company (3), EgoPo Classic
Theater (1), Off The Wall Productions (1), Open Stage
of Harrisburg (1), The Pennsylvania Shakespeare
Festival (3), People’s Light (5), Pig Iron Theatre
Company (3), Pittsburgh Public Theater (5), Theatre
Exile (2), The Wilma Theater (4)
Trinity Repertory Company (6)

SOUTH CAROLINA
Arts Center of Coastal Carolina (4), Charleston Stage
(3), The Warehouse Theatre (3)

TENNESSEE
Clarence Brown Theatre Company (3)

Arena Stage (6), Folger Theatre (3), The Shakespeare
Theatre Company (6), Studio Theatre (5), Theater
Alliance (1), Theater J (3), Woolly Mammoth Theatre
Company (4)
Delaware Theatre Company (4), Resident Ensemble
Players (4)

OREGON

RHODE ISLAND

MASSACHUSETTS

D.C.

The Shaw Festival (6)

PENNSYLVANIA

KENTUCKY

COLORADO

Connecticut Repertory Theatre (3), Eugene O’Neill
Theater Center (5), Hartford Stage (6), Long Wharf
Theatre (5), Yale Repertory Theatre (5)

ONTARIO (CANADA)

The Coterie Theatre (3), Kansas City Repertory
Theatre (5), The Repertory Theatre of St Louis (5)

TEXAS
Alley Theatre (6), Dallas Theater Center (6), The
Ensemble Theatre Houston (3), Main Street Theater
(3), Shakespeare Dallas (2), WaterTower Theatre (3),
ZACH Theatre (5)

VERMONT
Dorset Theatre Festival (2)

VIRGINIA

NEW JERSEY

Roadside Theater (1), Virginia Repertory Theatre (5),
Virginia Stage Company (3)

WASHINGTON

NEW YORK
Atlantic Theater Company (6), Castillo Theatre (2),
The 52nd Street Project (3), The Finger Lakes
Musical Theatre Festival (4), Geva Theatre Center (5),
HERE (3), Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival (3),
Irondale Ensemble Project (2), The Lark (3), Mabou
Mines (1), Manhattan Theatre Club (6), Ma-Yi
Theater Company (2), New Dramatists,, Inc (3), New
York Theatre Workshop (5), The Play Company (2),
Playwrights Horizons (6), The Playwrights Realm (3),
The Public Theater (6), Roundabout Theatre
Company (6), Signature Theatre Company (6), SITI
Company (3), Syracuse Stage (5), Theatre for a New
Audience (5), WP Theater (3)
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The 5th Avenue Theatre (6), ACT – A Contemporary
Theatre (5), Harlequin Productions (2), Seattle
Children’s Theatre (5), Seattle Repertory Theatre (6),
Taproot Theatre Company (3)

WISCONSIN
American Players Theatre (5), Milwaukee Repertory
Theater (6)

WEST VIRGINIA
Contemporary American Theater Festival (3)

Below are the 182 TCG Fiscal Survey 2016 participants, organized by budget group (based on annual expenses) and with the average (arithmetic
mean) and median (midpoint) expenses for the participants displayed. It is interesting to note that the median is higher than the average for Budget
Groups 2, 3, and 4, while the reverse is true for Groups 1, 5, and 6, revealing a skew toward the lower end of the distribution in the former case and a
skew toward the upper end of the distribution in the latter.
BUDGET GROUP 1 THEATRES ($499,999 or less)

BUDGET GROUP 4 THEATRES ($3 million – $4,999,999)

Average: $300,527
Median: $298,174
16th Street Theater (IL), Crossroads Theatre Company (NJ), EgoPo Classic
Theater (PA), Golden Thread Productions (CA), Mabou Mines (NY), Off The
Wall Productions (PA), Oil Lamp Theater (IL), Open Stage of Harrisburg (PA),
Parkway Playhouse (NC), Roadside Theater (VA), Steep Theatre Company (IL),
Theater Alliance (DC)

Average: $4,054,468
Median: $4,139,305
Arkansas Repertory Theatre (AR), Artists Repertory Theatre (OR), Arts Center
of Coastal Carolina (SC), Barrington Stage Company (MA), Childsplay (AZ),
Court Theatre (IL), Delaware Theatre Company (DE), Everyman Theatre (MD),
The Finger Lakes Musical Theatre Festival (NY), Florida Repertory Theatre
(FL), Idaho Shakespeare Festival (ID), Marin Theatre Company (CA),
Northlight Theatre (IL), Palm Beach Dramaworks (FL), PCPA - Pacific
Conservatory Theatre (CA), Resident Ensemble Players (DE), Round House
Theatre (MD), San Diego Repertory Theatre (CA), San Francisco Playhouse
(CA), The Wilma Theater (PA), Woolly Mammoth Theatre Company (DC)

BUDGET GROUP 2 THEATRES ($500,000 – $999,999)
Average: $783,600
Median: $794,463
About Face Theatre (IL), Act II Playhouse (PA), Boise Contemporary Theater
(ID), ’Cape May Stage (NJ), Castillo Theatre (NY), The Chance Theater (CA),
City Lights Theater Company (CA), Commonweal Theatre Company (MN),
Dobama Theatre (OH), Dorset Theatre Festival (VT), Harlequin Productions
(WA), Irondale Ensemble Project (NY), Ma-Yi Theater Company (NY), Miracle
Theatre Group (OR), Phoenix Theatre, Inc. (IN), The Play Company (NY),
Shakespeare Dallas (TX), Silk Road Rising (IL), Ten Thousand Things Theater
Company (MN), Theatre Exile (PA)

BUDGET GROUP 3 THEATRES ($1 million – $2,999,999)
Average: $1,940,402
Median: $2,012,627
American Stage Theatre Company (FL), Aurora Theatre (GA), Bloomsburg
Theatre Ensemble (PA), Bristol Riverside Theatre (PA), California Repertory
Company (CA), Cape Fear Regional Theatre (NC), Cardinal Stage Company
(IN), Charleston Stage (SC), City Theatre Company (PA), Clarence Brown
Theatre Company (TN), Cleveland Public Theatre (OH), Colorado Springs Fine
Arts Center at Colorado College Theatre Company (CO), Connecticut Repertory
Theatre (CT), Contemporary American Theater Festival (WV), Cornerstone
Theater Company (CA), The Coterie Theatre (MO), Creede Repertory Theatre
(CO), Curious Theatre Company (CO), Dad’s Garage (GA), The Ensemble
Theatre Houston (TX), The 52nd Street Project (NY), Folger Theatre (DC),
Gulfshore Playhouse (FL), HERE (NY), Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival
(NY), The Human Race Theatre Company (OH), Karamu House, Inc. (OH), The
Lark (NY), The Lyric Stage Company of Boston (MA), Main Street Theater
(TX), Merrimack Repertory Theatre (MA), The New Conservatory Theatre
Center (CA), New Dramatists, Inc (NY), New Repertory Theatre (MA), A Noise
Within (CA), North Coast Repertory Theatre (CA), The Pennsylvania
Shakespeare Festival (PA), Penobscot Theatre (ME), Penumbra Theatre
Company (MN), Perseverance Theatre (AK), Pig Iron Theatre Company (PA),
Pillsbury House Theatre (MN), PlayMakers Repertory Company (NC), The
Playwrights Realm (NY), Portland Stage Company (ME), SITI Company (NY),
Stages Theatre Company (MN), Taproot Theatre Company (WA), Theater J
(DC), TheatreSquared (AR), THEATREWORKS - Colorado (CO), Timeline
Theatre Company (IL), Victory Gardens Theater (IL), Virginia Stage Company
(VA), The Warehouse Theatre (SC), WaterTower Theatre (TX), Westcoast
Black Theatre Troupe (FL), WP Theater (NY)

BUDGET GROUP 5 THEATRES ($5 million – $9,999,999)
Average: $7,054,189
Median: $6,893,382
ACT – A Contemporary Theatre (WA), Alabama Shakespeare Festival (AL),
American Players Theatre (WI), Arden Theatre Company (PA), Arizona Theatre
Company (AZ), ArtsEmerson (MA), California Shakespeare Theater (CA),
Center Stage (MD), Eugene O’Neill Theater Center (CT), Florida Studio
Theatre (FL), Geva Theatre Center (NY), Imagination Stage (MD), Indiana
Repertory Theatre (IN), Kansas City Repertory Theatre (MO), Long Wharf
Theatre (CT), Lookingglass Theatre Company (IL), Maltz Jupiter Theatre (FL),
New York Theatre Workshop (NY), Olney Theatre Center for the Arts (MD),
People’s Light (PA), Phoenix Theatre (AZ), Pittsburgh Public Theater (PA),
Portland Center Stage (OR), The Repertory Theatre of St Louis (MO), Seattle
Children’s Theatre (WA), Studio Theatre (DC), Syracuse Stage (NY), Theatre
for a New Audience (NY), TheatreWorks (CA), Two River Theater (NJ),
Virginia Repertory Theatre (VA), Writers Theatre (IL), Yale Repertory Theatre
(CT), ZACH Theatre (TX)

BUDGET GROUP 6 THEATRES ($10 million or more)
Average: $20,770,985
Median: $17,466,437
Actors Theatre of Louisville (KY), Alley Theatre (TX), Alliance Theatre (GA),
American Conservatory Theater (CA), American Repertory Theater (MA),
Arena Stage (DC), Arvada Center for the Arts & Humanities (CO), Asolo
Repertory Theatre (FL), Atlantic Theater Company (NY), Berkeley Repertory
Theatre (CA), Center Theatre Group (CA), Chicago Shakespeare Theater (IL),
Children’s Theatre Company (MN), Cleveland Play House (OH), Dallas Theater
Center (TX), Denver Center Theatre Company (CO), The 5th Avenue Theatre
(WA), Geffen Playhouse (CA), Guthrie Theater (MN), Hartford Stage (CT),
Huntington Theatre Company (MA), La Jolla Playhouse (CA), Manhattan
Theatre Club (NY), McCarter Theatre Center (NJ), Milwaukee Repertory
Theater (WI), The Old Globe (CA), Oregon Shakespeare Festival (OR),
Playwrights Horizons (NY), The Public Theater (NY), Roundabout Theatre
Company (NY), Seattle Repertory Theatre (WA), The Shakespeare Theatre
Company (DC), The Shaw Festival (ON), Signature Theatre Company (NY),
South Coast Repertory (CA), Steppenwolf Theatre Company (IL), Trinity
Repertory Company (RI)
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For over 55 years, Theatre Communications Group (TCG), the national organization for U.S. theatre, has existed to strengthen, nurture, and promote the
professional not-for-profit theatre. TCG’s constituency has grown from a handful of groundbreaking theatres to over 700 Member Theatres and Affiliate
organizations and more than 12,000 individuals nationwide. TCG offers its members networking and knowledge-building opportunities through conferences,
events, research, and communications; awards grants, approximately $2 million per year, to theatre companies and individual artists; advocates on the
federal level; and through the Global Theater Initiative, TCG’s partnership with the Laboratory for Global Performance and Politics, serves as the U.S.
Center of the International Theatre Institute. TCG is North America’s largest independent publisher of dramatic literature, with 15 Pulitzer Prizes for Best
Play on the TCG booklist. It also publishes the award-winning American Theatre magazine and ARTSEARCH®, the essential source for a career in the arts.
In all of its endeavors, TCG seeks to increase the organizational efficiency of its Member Theatres, cultivate and celebrate the artistic talent and
achievements of the field, and promote a larger public understanding of, and appreciation for, the theatre.
TCG has published Theatre Facts—the only in-depth report examining the attendance, performance, and overall fiscal state of the U.S. professional not-forprofit theatre field—for nearly four decades. Based on data from the annual TCG Fiscal Survey, Theatre Facts is a vital resource for theatre professionals,
trustees, funders, policy makers, researchers, educators, students, and journalists.
For past Theatre Facts reports and more information about TCG research, visit the Research section of the TCG website, www.tcg.org.

The National Center for Arts Research (NCAR) is a joint project of the Meadows School of the Arts and Cox School of Business at SMU that investigates
important issues in arts management and patronage and makes its findings available free of charge to arts leaders, funders, policymakers, researchers, and
the general public. The vision of NCAR is to act as a catalyst for the transformation and sustainability of the national arts and cultural community. NCAR
develops reports based on a uniquely comprehensive set of arts organizations’ data, integrating organizational and market-level data. It assesses the industry
from multiple perspectives, including sector/art form, geography, and size of the organization; it determines what drives health from the organization’s
operating conditions and its community’s characteristics; and NCAR’s KIPI Dashboard allows arts organizations to examine their health relative to similar
organizations nationally on 24 indices. Publications include white papers on culturally specific arts organizations, the egalitarian nature of the arts in
America, gender equity in art museum directorships, and more, as well as reports on the health of the U.S. arts and cultural sector, and NCAR’s 2017 Arts
Vibrancy Index, which highlights the 40 most arts vibrant communities around the country. For more information, visit www.smu.edu/artsresearch.
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